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FOREWORD 
 
Dear client: 
 
 We request him that he/she reads the manual of instructions carefully, before beginning to use their new 
machine CONVEY 260 and familiarize with the whole operation and handling of the same one. This 
way you It will avoid errors in their handling, as well as damages and material losses. 
 
 This machine corresponds to the most recent state in the technical advances, as well as to the generally 
valid norms and the regulatory schemes of the CE. This one can deduce from the symbol CE as well as of the 
Declaration of enclosed Conformity to this book of instructions. 
 
 In the event of mishap of the machine, of an order of reserves or of a warning to the Service of 
Technical support, we request him he/she takes contact with their salesperson or directly with the 
concessionaire. 
 
 In order to avoiding mishaps caused by reserves or faulty waste pieces or of bad quality and for not 
running the risk of losing the right to the "Guarantee of Factory", we advise him to only use reserves or original 
waste pieces. 
 
 We request it stuffs the data that are next, with the purpose of knowing the most important data in their 
machine to always have them to the reach and of using them in the event of making an order of reserves. You 
find the data to score in the board of characteristic of their machine. 
 
 

CONVEY 260 
 
Machine Nº 
 
Year of construction 
 
Electric motor 
 
 

 
 
....................……………....................... 
 
....................……………....................... 
 
Type............................……………...... 
Nº Serie ..........................………….….. 

 
 
 We reserve ourselves the right of making any technical modification with tendency to improve the 
machine, although it is not contemplated in this manual. 
 

The company UTIFORM wishes him a lot of success with the new realized acquisition. 
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1 Indications on these instructions 
 
This manual of instructions is divided in the following main chapters:  
 

• Instructions 
• Safe-deposit indications 
• Maintenance 
• Technical data 

 
The safe-deposit indications are at the beginning of each section and / or framed in squares. 
 

These handling instructions and maintenance always have to be available in the working place. All the 
indications have to have been read, understood and assisted before the setting in march of the machine. 

 
 
2 Safe-deposit fundamental indications 
 

This manual of instructions contains the most important indications, to manage the machine CONVEY 
with all security. The especially important points are signal with special symbols. These have the following 
meaning:  

 
 
ATTENTION:  This symbol means that a direct danger exists for the life and the health of 
people because of the mechanical goods. 
 
 

 
ATTENTION:  This symbol means that a direct danger exists for the life and the health of people because of the 

electric power. 

 
 

WARNING:  Maintenance works and service.   ATTENTION  
 
 
2.1  Obligations  
 

The manual of instructions always has to be near the machine. Also, they have to be to disposition and 
taken into account, apart from the manual of instructions, the local regulations on the prevention of accidents 
and the protection of the environment.  

Also, the domestic regulation in which will use the machine.  
 

All the safe-deposit indications and of danger located in the machine they have to be conserved in 
readable state, and when necessary, to renovate them. 
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This machine solider only debit side to use: 

• for their use according to that settled down 
• in a technically sure and perfect state 

The mishaps that can affect the security of the machine or people that manipulate it have to be eliminated 
immediately. 

 
2.2  Guarantee and responsibility  
 

In general, they govern the general "conditions of sale of the machine", which are to the buyer's 
disposition in the moment of the finalization of the contract of the machine. In the event of damages to people or 
materials are excluded of demands that are derived of the guarantee or responsibility, if they can be attributed to 
the following causes:  
 

• an in adequate use of the machine 
• assembly, operation, handling and inappropriate maintenance of the machine. 
• not to keep in mind the indications of the manual of instructions about the transport, storage, 
assembly, setting in march, operation and maintenance (that is to say, he/she refers main y to the 1ª 
inspection after 50 hours of operation. All the works have to be carried out in an authorized shop or 
for the Technical service Utiform). 
• own construction changes 
• insufficient observation of the pieces of the machine that are subjected to the waste,  
• realized repairs improperly (only original exchange pieces Utiform or pieces can be used 
authorized by the maker). 

 
For safe-deposit reasons to only use original exchange pieces UTIFORM or pieces authorized by the 

maker. 
 

Before any doubt or question that it arises in the machine all the registered data they should be 
facilitated that are possessed of the machine, equally for the realization of orders for exchange pieces is 
necessary to facilitate the following data:  

• type and machine model   
• serial number 

 
When carrying out maintenance works it should be kept in mind that an absolute cleaning is essential, 

mainly in support surfaces and hermetizantes they can be formed considerable damages because of dirt. 
The duration and reliability of this machine depend essentially on the operation and appropriate 

maintenance.  
 
 
2.3  Correct use  
 

The CONVEY 260 are a pneumatic transporters with a deposit mixer for all the acquaintances 
solado mixtures, mortar and cement up to 16 mm of granulation. 

 
You can use for plastic materials as the cement sol ado, anhydrite soled, slight concrete, mortar, clay 

mixture and straw, humus, material antideflagrante, granular bulk articles, as well as I cement, sand and thick 
sand up to 16 mm of granulation.  
The use of other materials is only possible after previous agreement and it consults with the maker.  
 

Any inadequate use of the machine is forbidden. In the correct use it is included:  
• to keep in mind all the indications of the manual of instructions and 
• to fulfil the inspection works and maintenance 
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2.4  Devices of Protection 
 

Before starting the machine they have to be placed all the protection facilities and they have to be 
prepared to work. The grills protectors are a fixed safety appliance that you/they can never be retired in 
operation. The machine CONVEY 260 complete all the requirements of the safe-deposit European norms for 
construction machines.  
 

Never to play through the safe-
deposit grills! 

 
 
2.5  Safety measures in the normal operation 
 

Only to start the machine in case all the protection devices work completely. To make sure before to 
plug it that no person is in danger.  

 
To check at least once up-to-date, in the machine and all their complements, as the tubes transporters 

and automatic tripod of exit if external damages existed and if they work the protection devices perfectly.  
 
Mainly, to keep in mind in the tubes transporters breaks, bumps or damages in the material.  
 
To keep in mind the waste, correct function, you prow or possible indications of damages in the tubes 

transporters, or at least every 3 months all the tubes transporters and connection joining should be changed 
among the same ones.  
 
 
2.6  Revision and maintenance, suppression of mishaps  

 
• To carry out the adjusting works, maintenance and inspection settled down inside the certain term. 
Flexible rubber tubes with their joinings are subjected to a natural process of waste for close contact and 
aging. To check for a specialist (at most every 3 months) the good state and to change them, when 
necessary. To write down the process in the control leaf dedicated for this end. 
 
• In all the maintenance works, inspection and repair is to make sure that the machine is free of electric 
tension and mainly that is not connected pressing the disconnect switch unwittingly again.  
 
• To place a warning warning so that to avoid that an involuntary connection takes place.  
 
• To control helical combinations loosed in an adjustment. To check the functions and protection 
devices after finishing the maintenance works.  

 
 
2.7 Mechanical changes in the machine  
 

NOT to carry out, without previous authorization of the maker, any installation change or it reforms in 
the machine. That is also applicable for the soloed in supportive pieces. All the reformations specify an 
authorization in writing of the maker, UTIFORM. 
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It is necessary to change all the pieces that are not in a perfect state immediately. To only use exchange 
pieces and of original waste.  
 

When using pieces non originals it is not guaranteed that these are built and manufactured in a resistant 
and sure way, for what is expired in that same moment or expired guarantee some on the machine. 
 
 
2.8  Cleaning of the machine. 
 

It is indispensable to maintain the machine free of inlays, for that which is recommended to use a 
biological conservator of machines, as liquid of separation protection and corrosion.  
 

In any case to use gas oil fuel for the cleaning and the care of the machine, since it can produce 
irreparable damages, mainly the meetings and pieces of plastic are the most affected. 
 

To use and to evacuate the substances and used materials, mainly:  
 

• in works carried out in systems of it greases and devices of it greases 
and  
• in the cleaning with solvent.  

 
 

 
 
2.9.1  Safe-deposit norms for passable machines  
 
General safe-deposit indications  
 

1.  The person that works the machine has the responsibility that the machine stays in a state of sure 
operation. 

 
2.  To only use the oils of it greases and recommended lubricant and authorized by UTIFORM. To keep in 

mind that the elected lubricants complete all the safe-deposit norms, mainly what concerns to the danger 
of fires by reason of the oil or explosions and the possibility of the formation or transformation of 
dangerous gases.  

 
3.  The responsible person has to keep in mind them to be completed all the norms strictly regarding the 

handling and the maintenance of the machines and the tools. 
 

4.  The maintenance works, revision and repair can only be carried out for qualified personnel, when 
necessary under the surveillance of a person specially formed for these works.  

 
5.  If any indication or suspicion that a piece inside the machine has warmed existed, the machine should be 

disconnected. In any case he/she opens up you the control tapes before the machine has cooled down the 
sufficiently with the purpose of avoiding a car-fire from the vapours of oil when mixing with the oxygen.  

 
6.  All the maintenance works must be carried out with the stopped machine.  

 
7.  Before disassembling any piece that low pressure is, to cut the compressor or the team of all the sources 

of pressure efficiently and to discharge of pressure the complete system. Also, it is necessary to put in 
each closing valve a warning poster saying they are being carried out works in the machine, not to open 
up." 
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8.  Before beginning with a repair work it is necessary to make sure that the installation you cannot connect 

for negligence or mistake. As another safety measure he/she should put on in the device of the starter a 
warning poster that he/she says:  The machine is repairing, not to connect it". 
In the facilities that work with Diesel it is necessary to disassemble the battery or it is necessary to put 
insulating tapes to the pincers. 
If it is an electric installation, the main switch has to be assured in free position and all the insurance have 
to be disassembled. It is necessary to put in the box for circuit breakers or in the main switch a warning 
poster that he/she says:  The machine is repairing, not to connect it."  

 
9.  Limiting values (pressure, temperature, adjustment of the number of revolutions, etc.) they have clearly to 

be marked.  
 

10. Never to work machines or tools for under or above their limiting values (pressure, temperature, number 
of revolutions, etc.) 

 
11. Stuff you for each machine in an operation newspaper the operation data and the maintenance works. 

 
12. The machine CONVEY always has to be clean, that is to say, without residuals of oil or other residuals 

and free of powder.  
 

13. To control and to clean the surfaces of transmission of heat regularly (refrigeration fins, intermediate 
refrigerator, cooling jackets, etc.) with the purpose of avoiding the ascent of the temperature. 

 
14. To revise all the regulation devices and security carefully to guarantee a good operation. They cannot be 

put outside of service.  
 

15. Avoid you to damage the safe-deposit valves and other devices to reduce the pressure. Be careful, 
mainly, with the dirt coming from cement, fine sand or fibber accumulation that could affect the operation 
of these devices.  

 
16. Control the accuracy of the indicator of the pressure and the temperature regularly. If the accepted limits 

were surpassed it is necessary to change the same ones.  
 

17. Only use original exchange pieces of Utiform. 
 

18. To control the good state of the safety appliances it should follow the steps marked in the plan of 
maintenance of the manual of instructions.  

 
19. Not to use solvent inflammatory, Diesel fuel or the substance carbon tetrachloride for the cleaning of the 

pieces. Apply safety measures against poisonous vapours of liquids in the cleaning.  
 

20. To be very careful with the cleaning during the repair works. To avoid the dirt covering the pieces and 
openings with a clean cloth, paper or a gummed tape.  

 
21. To protect the motor, alternator, filter of aspiration of air, electric components, regulation devices, etc. 

against the penetration of humidity, for example when cleaning the jet of vapour.  
 

22. If in a machine it is necessary to carry out works that can cause heat, flames or sparks, the next 
components they have to be protected with anti-inflammatory material.  
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23. Never to control the interior part of a machine, a recipient to pressure, etc. with a light that has a flame.  

 
24. To place the traction bar and el/los eje(s) in a sure way in the transitory machines, if you he/she works 

under the machine, or it disassembles a wheel. Don't trust the cats. 
 

25. Before to dismount or to revise a CONVEY, a motor or another machine, make sure that all the mobile 
pieces with a weight that surpasses the 15 kgs cannot rotate or to move.  

 
26. After finishing the repair works to always control if tools, loose pieces or a cloth have not been stopped 

to clean in or above the machine, the motor of working or any device of working. 
To control the sense of turn of the electric motors in each first setting in march and after each change in 
the connections or electric repairs, to guarantee the good effect of the bomb of oil and the fan 
.
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3  Transport 
 
3.1   Safe-deposit special indications  
 

• If a change of the machine takes place in the work, the deposit of mixing and of transport they should 
be empty and the pieces of the machine low pressure should not be.  
 
• To only use an appropriate vehicle of transport or traction with enough loads of tow and of support.  
 
• To hook the hook head correctly with the traction vehicle.  
 
• To move the tow for safe-deposit reasons for two people. To offer that he/she is always a person to the 
reach to be able to help. 
 
• If it is new machines or after a change of wheels press the nuts of the wheels on the way after few 
kilometres with the moment of marked rotation again.  
 
 

3.2   Transport for crane 
 

When moving the place machine with a crane, the machine has to go held in two points. 
ATTENTION!   The suspension hole in the superior part of the machine is only foreseen for the 

disassembly of the unit motor-compressor, it doesn't stop its use like support for elevation of the machine. 
 

- To retire or to tie all the loose pieces that could fall when lifting the machine.  
- It would be advisable that there was an in charge specialist that is near the driver of the crane or that it is 

in contact with this for megaphone. 
- To hang the machine then to the crane.  
- To only use for the lift elevators and machinery of support of loads with capacity appropriate producer. 
- To control before if they are revised and approved according to the local safe-deposit norms. 
- If he/she gets up the machine or pieces of the machine with one or several elevation holes, it is 

necessary to use load hooks, shackles. Not to place cables, chains or strings directly in the elevation 
holes. 

- Not to never use bent load hooks, etc., and to tie them from such a way that is subjected to an effort 
always on-line straight line with the axis of the support of loads. 

- Given the case, you can place a beam between the elevator and the load. You can also use two elevators, 
keeping in mind that these cannot be inclined more than 30º against the vertical one. The supportive 
capacity of an elevator diminishes if the force elevator doesn't lapse in a vertical way. 

- In any event, the machine in such a way that can be raised vertically, to assure and that it cannot rotate 
neither to overturn.  

- To be careful with the load and not to work with too much impetus. The acceleration and deceleration 
have to be inside some moderate limits. 

- Not to leave hung the load in the elevator. 
- To make sure that nobody is in the area of danger around the load. 
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3.3 Tow elements 
 
 All the adjusting works or assembly to carry out in the elements of transport will only be carried out by 
the maker of the vehicle or authorized personnel. 
 
Of course, they should not be carried out welding works in any element of the tow. 
 

It is recommended to wash the elements of transport in winter with water, after a transfer by lorry, 
especially, if salt exists in the highway. 

 
To clean the axis of suspension of dirt and possible inlays regularly. 
 
The boards identificativas of the tow elements should figure in perfect state, since they always have to 

be readable. This way he/she makes sure and it facilitates the repair and the supply of reserves, since for it 
should be facilitated it to the maker the existent minted data in the identification board. 
 
 
1 Main chassis. 

2 Rotate jockeys (according to version) 

3 Hand control (according to version) 

4 Retention devices (according to version)  

5 Head of ball hook or pin 

6 Intermediate pieces of lance tows 

7 Lance tows 

8 Suspension axes 

9 Pneumatic wheels 

10 Brake inertia (according to version) 

11 Support and control chucks 

 
3.3.1 Main chassis 

 
The main chassis is built under a special production of steel of quality that gets a great stability of the 

machine in march. 
 

3.3.2 Rotate jockey 
 

This support wheel doesn't specify maintenance.  
To rotate up, to run off with and to assure the support wheel with the machine in march. To place it in the 
working place the support wheel it is rotated down until the wing is in horizontal position. The adjournment 
wheel you can only place up for the support protector when this is in having not been loaded. This placement 
procedure begins manually. The unfolding works automatically. In the folding position the adjournment wheel 
is blocked alone. 
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3.3.3  Hand control or parking control 

 
The hand control that is supported by an elastic suspension by gas, is good for the sure parking of the 
machine. When the wing leaves back the hand control it is adjusted automatically.  

- I manage of the version with elastic suspension for gas:  to throw of the hand control for the parking 
until the break-even point. To loose the control it is necessary to restack the lever in the zero position 
going by the break-even point.  

- I manage of the version cylinder of jetties:  to throw of the hand control for the parking until the last 
tooth. 

 
3.3.4 Retention device 

 
In case the traction vehicle brakes or leave hill below the traction bar it is introduced, depending on the 

size that has the force of the tow bar, the control responds this way. 
Also when going it goes the control behind he/she responds at the beginning. Since the drum of the 

control moves back, it is eliminated the effect of the control practically. When adjusting the retention device it is 
necessary to keep in mind that it must be in parallel position to the lance of main tow. Otherwise, the controls 
don't work. 
 

3.3.5 Head of ball hook or pin 
 

The wing is prepared, according to the chosen option, for the transport with a car (ball-and-socket head) 
or with a truck (pin head).  

 
They should respect you the national regulatory schemes of the destination countries, in those that the 

machine will be transported. 
 

3.3.6 Intermediate piece of lance tows 
 
The intermediate piece is the connection between the retention device and the tow lance.  
 

3.3.7 Tow lance 
 

The tow lance has a help for the regulation. This facilitates an easy and comfortable regulation of the 
height for the hook of transport. 

 
To revise before each itinerary the security of the bar of tow regulator. 

 
• To keep in mind to the regular one the height that the retention device is in parallel position to the 
tow bar. It is necessary to check if the jagged heads are correctly united to each other, and if the fixation 
maneta this correctly tight one and that the safe-deposit grupilla is well inserted. Otherwise, it is not 
guaranteed that the controls work. 

 
• In the event of having a ring like traction device, he/she will be proven that the system of blockade 
of the vehicle tractor is totally inserted. In the case of having a bolster, he/she will be proven that the 
bolster is correctly couple on the ball of the vehicle tractor. 

 
• To only change the height in flat area. 

 
• To assure the machine with the control chuck against rotating, then to loose the hand control.  
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When maintaining a certain height during a long time he/she can appear in the connection of the heads 

jagged oxide, with the rising deterioration of the same ones, for what a regular cleaning of the jagged 
connections is recommended. 

 
The maintenance of these elements should be carried out periodically and to verify the state of the 

jagged heads, as well as of the threads, bolts and fixation manetas. If an excessive waste is detected, the 
corresponding piece will be substituted. 

 
ATTENTION!   The safe-deposit grupilla is absolutely necessary. It should be substituted in the 

event of loss or waste. To check the state of the cable of control of the hook of inertia periodically, as well as of 
the safe-deposit cable. 
 

3.3.8 Suspension axis 
 

The suspension axis doesn't specify maintenance and you cannot grease, since the fats can attack the 
rubber bodies. 

 
Not to carry out welding works in the axis. 

 
3.3.9 Pneumatic wheels 

 
When changing the wheel it should be kept in mind that the correct bujes corresponds to the connections 

of the wheels.  
• To press the ball-and-socket screws with the moment of marked turn.  

 
• The tires have to correspond with the data of the axis.  

 
3.3.10 Control of inertia 

 
To only repair the controls in an authorized shop and only with original pieces. 

 
The controls of the wheels complete the norms on toxic substances and the regulatory scheme of the 

UE. 
 

3.3.11 Support and control chucks 
 

To assure the wheels with both control chucks, so much in flat surface as slope to avoid that the vehicle 
can rotate. 

 
 

3.3.12 System of lights tow 
 

The luminous bar is available in the version with 12 V and 24 V. The assembly of this system of lights 
is carried out following the following steps: 
• He/she catches the bar of illumination and he/she enters in the later part of the machine, assuring it 
with two willing jetty pins for such a function. 
• To catch the cable of light with their peg normalizes of the bar of illumination and it is connected in 
the base of 7 poles that is located in the lateral part of the machine. 
• To connect the plug prepared in the front part of the tow, in the area of the tow lance and to connect 
it with the traction vehicle. 
• For the disassembly it is necessary to carry out the contrary process. 
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If a traction vehicle is used that prepares of a system of 12 V, you can connect the cable immediately 

with the vehicle. 
 
If one has a traction vehicle with a system of 24 V, he/she is necessary an adapter of 12 V to 24 V 

(consults us the reference of the article) 
 
If he/she behaves a vehicle with plug-in EURO, he/she is necessary an adapter of 12 V to EURO 

(consults us the reference of the article) 
 
3.5 Preparation to carry out the transport 
 

• To empty the mixture boiler completely. 
 
• To control the pressure of the tires. 
 
• To regulate the height of the hook head. 
 
• To loose the parking control. 
 
• To hook the tow in the traction vehicle. 
 
• To run off with up the wheel jockey and then to bend it. 
 
• To hold the safe-deposit cable of control. 
 
• To revise the blockade of the cover, the closings and the valve of the square of controls. 
 
• Close you the locks, this is a protection against vandalism and robbery.  
 
• For the transport the machine has by lorry to have a bar of illumination that works.  

 
 
3.6  Transport like tow 
 

To carry out the transport by lorry it is necessary to keep in mind the following points: 
 

• To respect the domestic national traffic norms where you circulates with the tow. 
• To take gets the documentation or permission of circulation of the tow. 

 
 
3.7  Transport in a truck 
 

To only use a vehicle of transport with enough carrying capacity for the total weight of the machine. 
Immediately after loading the machine to assure it and to hold it in such a way that cannot come off. To 

use for it adapted tapes, the chucks located in the front part of the machine and to work the parking control, 
according to machine version. 

 
To assure all the pieces that can move, as the cover of the boiler and the tubes transporters.  
 
The transport of the machine in a truck without belts is not admitted.  
Not to forget before the next transport to remove the insurance of transport in the machine. 
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4 Description of the machine 
 
 Machine version with load chute and shovel crawls.  
 
 1 shovel crawls (according to version) 
 2  load chute (according to version) 
 3  mixture deposit or pressure boiler 
 4  support shovel he/she crawls (according to version) 
 5 motor reducer for the working of the mixture 
 6 main chassis 
 7 rotate jockey (according to version) 
 8 I brake of hand (according to version) 
 9 Retention device (according to version) 
 10 Hose of transport (accessories) 
 11 Receiving tripod of material exit (accessories) 
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4.1 Technical data 
 
Machine type ...............................................   260 260 T 260T/P 
Electric connection                   400 V./50 Hz. 
It develops Motor Feeder                      7'5 Kw. 
Connection to the electric net     3P+N+T 32 A./6h. 
Control tension                         48 V./50 Hz. 
Useful capacity of the boiler              200 its. 
Flow theoretical                     3 m/h3. (*) (Approximately) 
 
Height of transport                          15 floors (*) 
It distances of transport                            100 mts (*) 
 
Longitude(mm)     2750   3300   3300 
Width (mm)     1160   1160   1160 
Total height (mm)     1100   2280   2370 
I weigh (Kg)     730   860   920 
 
(*) It depends on the material type, consistency and dosage numberless. 
 
 
4.2 Standard team 
 

- I send it distances for radio frequency, with battery and loader. 
- Fund accessories (lubricating, adjusting keys, rubber balls, etc) 
- 40 (20+20) hose meters transport 65 mm c / joining 
- Tripod receiving material exit 
- 25 meters of hose electric 5x2'5 mm2 c / it bases. 
- 1 certificate of conformity EEC. 
- 1 guarantee of 12 months. 
- 1 book of instructions and it lists of quartering of the machine. 

 
 
4.3 Recommended equipment 
 

- 40 (20+20) meters of hose transport 65 mm c connection receiving  
- Tripod exit of material 
-     25 meters of electrical hose 5x2' 5 mm2 c base. 
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5  Elements of service 
 

1 Switch - investor star-triangle  
 

2  Manometer of pressure 
 

3 Sphere valves 
 

4  Connection of the auxiliary compressor 
 

5  Lever hydraulic distributor, working chute (according to version) 
 

6 Unit of central of it greases automatic 
 
 
5.1  Switch - investor star-triangle 
 

This switch is connected with a felt relé of phases that makes that the alone motoreductor can work in a 
turn sense, that is to say, in the correct sense of march.. 

 
The mixer has to rotate in contrary address that the needles of the clock seen of the part of behind of the 

machine toward the boiler.  
 
 
 6   1            4      5            3                  2 
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6  Preparation for the operation 
 
6.1  Safe-deposit indications 
  
• The sure work and carefully it begins with the election of the place of installation of the machine. In the 
working place it is necessary to familiarize first with the working environment.  
 
• The installation of the machine should be in a fixed place and plane. 
 
• If the machine is equipped with load chute, in the place where it is placed he/she has to have enough space so 
that it can lower the same one without difficulty. 
 
• In the event of machine with load chute is necessary to put the machine at level being helped of the support 
paws that are located to both sides of the boiler of blended, assuring them with their corresponding pins. 
 
• In a place with powder is to keep in mind that the powder doesn't blow in the address of the system of 
aspiration of air. The air filter gets dirty quite quicker and the maintenance intervals, also for the refrigerator, 
they shorten considerably.  
 
• Not to place the machine in places where an explosion can take place. Unless it is a machine that is 
technically as amended for it. To pay special attention to the indications on the electric motors and of gas oil.  
 
• To place the machine in such a way that the working place is protected by objects with easy fall on the same 
one or the personnel that it surrounds it. To take helmet protective  ATTENTION! 
 
• To assure the machine so that it cannot move with the parking control and chucks dedicated for this end. It is 
advisable to remove the system of illumination of the machine and to keep it in sure place. 
 
• To work the machine with the necessary safety appliances.  
 
• To connect the machine with the cables of the current.  
 
• To place the tubes of transport tracing a road the shortest thing possible. To calculate for the changes of 
address generous radios (I radiate of curve = six times the external diameter of the tubes), avoiding that the 
hoses of transport bend. As much as less joinings have better, since this way the fuljo free of the material is 
facilitated by the interior of the tubes transporters. 
 
• To tie the ascent lines very carefully with the fixers of the foreseen tube, so that they don't break for their 
own weight. We recommend our hooks for the hoses of cloth transport or leather. 
 
• To assure all the connections of the joinings in the connected tubes to avoid that they can open up. 
 
• To control the tubes and joinings regularly against waste (abrasion and aging, see you the leaf of safe-deposit 
control for a good state). 
 

For the security in the operation is indispensable that tubes transporters and original joinings of 
UTIFORM are only used (or authorized by the maker). 
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6.2 Hoses and joining of transport 
 

Available several types of tubes different transporters that differ in their interior diameter exist 
(compound number also nominal diameter). 

The election of the nominal diameter corresponding to each tube transporters depends from the material 
to transport. The following points serve like reference: 
 

Granulation of the supplementary material of 4 up to 6 mm: 
  Nominal diameter 50, 60 or 65 

Granulation of the supplementary material up to 8 mm, at most the third part of more grains, washed 
sand, great cement part: 

  Diameter nominal 60 or 65 
Granulation of the supplementary material from 8 mm until maximum 12 to 16 mm, sand glutinous, 
great part of grains, great cement part: 

  Nominal diameter 65 
 

All the tubes utilized transporters should be of the same nominal diameter, since when using different 
nominal diameters they can be formed plugs easily and he/she diminishes the yield transporter of the 

machine. 
 
 According to the nominal diameter of the tubes transporters different joinings are needed for their 
complete adaptation to each one of the different diameters. 
 

The hoses of transport are subjected to a natural waste due to the abrasion and aging, for that that due to 
this fact, a specialist or qualified personnel should control at most every 3 months if these subjected pieces to 
waste are in a perfect state. 

 
When necessary to change the tubes transporters immediately with the joining. To write down the 

revision in the leaf of safe-deposit control.  
 

In the exit of material of the boiler of blended the possibility exists of placing a reduction of the nominal 
diameter from 65 to diameter 50 mm and obtaining a double function of this reducer like it is retaining stones 
with a bigger granulation, so that these cannot be strained in the tube transporters and to cause plugs. 
 

The hoses of transports should be able to support a working pressure of 10 bar, for machines of flowing 
soled and 40 bar. for machines of having sulked or I pump and projection of materials. 
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6.3  Operation in closed spaces  
 

In general:  To keep in mind the possible applicable national norms to the destination place from the 
machine when working in reduced spaces. 

To place the machine in such a way that doesn't cut the step to entrances, exits or passages if the doors 
are open. 

To mount the machine in such a way so that one can work with her without difficulty - not directly 
before a wall, this way it is avoided that the hot air that leaves the motor can be absorbed another time. 
 

To always have enough ventilation, so much of the space as of the machine, never to cut the admission 
of the air.  

To place the machine in such a way that cannot absorb dangerous substances (for example solvent 
inflammable, etc., but also powder and other dangerous or toxic substances). This is equally valid for sparks.  

For maintenance works, tests and repairs he/she should have a clear and very aerated place.  
 
 
6.4   Before the setting in operation 
 

To keep in mind the energy that absorbs the machine when connecting it to the current. 
 

 
 

• Before the first setting in march is to have an appropriate electric outlet. To keep 
in mind the absorbed energy of the electric motors.  
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7 Operation 
 
7.1 Safe-deposit indications 
 
• To keep in mind the norms of the professional associations, mainly the norms of prevention of accidents.  
 
• To eliminate all the mishaps that can affect the security immediately.  
 
• One could give the case that materials with those that one is working could put in danger the health, for this 
reason, to always wear the necessary clothes corresponding to the leaves of data of the maker (breathing 
protection, gloves, etc.). 
 
• To elaborate and to only transport capable materials for the utility of the machine (sees you remote 2.3 
correct Use). In the event of doubt to contact their branch of UTIFORM. 
 
 
7.2   Safe-deposit indications in the normal operation 
 

Lend you attention to the special norms when elevating the machine CONVEY.  
See you the chapter 3.2 Transport for crane.  
 

7.2.1  Recipient to pressure 
 
(according to the norms of the directive 87/404/CEE annex II, article 2).  
Requirements about the maintenance and the installation:  
1. The recipients to pressure are used in the CONVEY like separator of oil and I eat deposit of mixing and to 
pressure.  
The operation data are in the board of type of the recipient:  

• Maximum operation on-pressure, Ps in bar,  
• Maximum operating temperature, T.max in ºC,  
• Minimum operating temperature, T.min in ºC, 
• Content of the recipient, V in l.  

 
2. To the recipient to pressure the utility can be given only described previously and corresponding to the 
technical data. The use for other purposes is not allowed by safe-deposit reasons.  
 
3. The state norms regarding repetitive tests should be respected.  
 
4. Never to carry out in the recipient to pressure welding works or another procedure type with heat.  
 
5. The recipient to pressure is equipped with all the protection devices and necessary security, as the 
manometer, protective devices against on-pressure, safe-deposit valve, etc; never to start it without the same 
ones. 
 
6. It is necessary to clean the recipients regularly to pressure with the unplugged machine, he/she should also 
purge the condensed one. 
 
7.  Placement, construction and the connections cannot be changed.  
 
8.  The screws of the cover and the screws of the plate like additional fixation cannot be used.  
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7.2.2 Safe-deposit valve  

 
The maintenance works and repair should be carried out by the supplier's authorized representative.  

The tests that should be carried out are the following ones:  
 
1. To control an or twice a year if the elevation mechanism opens up correctly. For it, it is necessary to rotate the 
plug of the valve against the needles of the clock.  
 
2. To control once a year the value regulator of pressure according to the local norms. This test should not be 
carried out in the compressor but in an appropriate place for tests.  
 

7.2.3 Prevention of accidents  
 
1. All the pieces that rotate or they go of a side for other and that they are not protected otherwise and they can 
represent a danger for the personnel, they are in the CONVEY in a box or they are fixedly screwed.  
 
2. Never open low tension closets of electric distribution, connection cells and other electric equipment. If this is 
unavoidable, for example for mensurations, tests or readjustments, these works should be carried out by a 
specialized electrical technician and using appropriate tools and certain safety measures. 
 
3. The noise, although it is not very high, it can put on nervous and upset, and after some time, our nervous 
system can suffer strong damages. 
Depending on the level of sound pressure in the places where the employees are, it is necessary to take the 
following dispositions: 

- Lower to 70 dB (TO): any measures in particular. 
- Upper to 70 dB (TO): people that are continually in that area should use protection for the hearing. 
- Lower to 85 dB(A): for sporadic visitors that are for a while short in the area, it is not necessary to 

take special protection measures.  
- Upper to 85 dB(A): Area of a lot of noise! In each entrance it should have a warning poster that 

indicates that it is indispensable when entering in that area - although it is almost time - to take 
protection for the hearing.  

- Upper to 95 dB (A): the warning posters in the entrances should point out that the visitor sporadic 
debit side to take protection for the hearing. 

- Upper to 105 dB (A): they should be to disposition special protectors for the hearing that you/they 
are adapted to the volume of the sound and the ghastly composition of the sound. In each entrance it 
should have a poster of corresponding warning. 

 
 
7.3 Control before the setting in march 
 
• To pay attention to that nobody is in the elevation area near the machines that have the load chute and 
haulage shovel.  
 
• To pay attention to the appropriate electric outlet, that is to say, 32A for the CONVEY 260. 
 
• To keep in mind the correct position of all the cables. To assure all the lines of ascent of the hoses of 
transport appropriately and to pay attention to the security of the joinings in the hoses that are appropriate and 
don't be damaged.  
 
• The additional compressor is connected in a correct way with appropriate rubber pressure tubing.  
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7.3.1 Safe-deposit Systems in the machine  

 
Before starting the machine, all the protection facilities have to be placed and they have to be prepared 

to work correctly. 
 
The machine CONVEY fulfils all the requirements of the safe-deposit European norms for construction 

machines, for there is it prepared in the machine the necessary safe-deposit systems, like it is the grill prepared 
in the mouth of material entrance in the boiler. 

 
This grill has a double safe-deposit system, firstly it takes a screw butterfly that prevents that the grill 

can rise and in case this screw takes off and get up the grill, the machine it would not work correctly, since the 
air would escape for this hole and in second place, in the grill he/she has prepared an inductive sensor, so that 
although the grill rises the diesel motor (according to version) he/she would stop automatically. 
 
 

Never to play through the safe-
deposit grills! 

 
 
 
 

 
In situations of danger or when taking place strange noises with the machine in march, to press the 

emergency mushroom quickly to stop the machine immediately. 
 

 
 The pusher is activated rotating toward the right again and throwing toward it was. 
 
7.4  Setting in march of the machine  
 

To work the switch-investor star-triangle in the position shatters in first time and followed act to pass to 
the position triangle. 
 

The electric operation of the machine this designed so that the alone electric motor can rotate in only 
sense, since he/she incorporates a relé detection of phases. 

 
According to the sequence of phases of the source of connected current the motor only starts in a part of 

the switch. The other address doesn't work, to avoid in this way that the hydraulic bomb coupled in the redactor 
of the own electric motor rotates a contrary sensed to the correct one and damage its internal structure. 

 
The mixer has to rotate against the sense of the needles of the clock seen by the part of behind of the 

machine to the deposit of blended. 
 
7.5.1 To mix 
 

The mixture process to continue is the following one: 
• To raise the receiving cone of material above the mouth of having filled with the boiler. 
• To fill the deposit of blended with material supplementary until the half (approx. 100 l).  
• To add the hydraulic agglomerate according to the maker's indications.  
• To add water.  
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• To stuff the deposit of mixing with material supplementary. 
• To control more water when necessary, and in such a case to add more.  
• Before closing the mixture deposit with their corresponding cover, to clean with a brush, or 
something similar, the border of the boiler. 

 
ATTENTION!   To fill the boiler with having only mixed 10 - 15 mm until the inferior 

border of the mouth of having filled with the mixture boiler! 
 

Otherwise he/she shortens the duration of life of the deposit considerably of mixing and their waste 
pieces.  
 
7.6   To transport 
 

The pressure to generate inside the boiler is carried out pressing the lever (2) prepared in the boiler and 
working the cover down. The process of transport begins with the auxiliary compressor in march and later on 
opening the spherical key (1) of yellow colour prepared in the machine. 

       7 
 
       5 
1 
 
 
 
       6 
 
 
 
 

Never to open the cover if it is low pressure! 
4 
 
 
3 
 
 
 
2 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Nevertheless, this machine this endowed with a safe-deposit system so that the cover of the boiler 
cannot open up with pressure. Before opening the cover of the boiler with the lever (2), it is necessary and 
indispensable to work the lever (3) safe-deposit that works the opening of the escape valve (4) that this located 
in the superior part of the boiler, escaping this way the whole existent pressure inside the boiler. 
 

To clean the borders of the deposit. To change the rubber meeting immediately if this shows bigger 
cracks or if he/she has entered material in the meeting. 
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The material transport begins, in the moment that is formed pressure inside the boiler, so that this same 

pressure causes that the first material comes out pushed by the exit of the deposit. 
 
By means of the air that he/she enters in the exit of material of the boiler the transport of the material 

he/she takes place along the hoses of transport, for the system of plugs. 
 

7.6.1 Correct pressure of transport  
 

Transport up 
 
If it is necessary to transport material to higher floors the pressure of good elevation it is among 4 to 5,5 

bar.  
The elevation pressure is regulated with the spherical keys for the superior and inferior air. The 

regulation depends on the longitude and the conduction of the tubes transporters, as well as of the proportion of 
the mixture of the material in the deposit of blended.  

If one of the aforementioned variables is changed previously it is necessary to regulate the pressure 
again, for this it is necessary to always have very in bill the manometer (7):  

 
If it goes up the elevation pressure to more than 4 to 5 bar, to continue closing the superior faucet (5) 

and to open up more the inferior faucet (6). 
 
If it lowers the elevation pressure to less than 4 to 5 bar, to continue opening the superior faucet (5) and 

to close more the inferior faucet (6).  
 

Transport down 
If it is necessary to pump down, for example to a basement, the good pressure of transport is of only 

approx. 2 to 3 bar. The pressure of transport is also here regulated with the spherical keys for the superior air (5) 
and inferior (6). The regulation depends on the larger and the conduction of the tubes transporters as well as the 
proportion of the mixture of the material in the deposit of mixing.  

 
Transport down it is a situation of difficult transport, since the air transporters can go by the material 

plugs in the tube. For this reason, it is necessary to elevate the tubes transporters (sees you illustration below). 
 

Transport at level of the earth  
Also the transport at level of the earth, for example, to the low plant or mezzanine of the work, it is a 

situation of quite difficult transport. The good pressure of transport is of approx. 3 to 4 bar.  
For this reason, it is necessary to elevate the tubes transporters (sees you illustration below). 

 
Placement the hoses of transport 
Apart from the pressure of transport the correct placement of the tube transporters is of supreme 

importance for a perfect transport of the material. For this reason, to elevate the tube directly behind the 
machine, it is also advisable to elevate the tubes transporters each 15 to 20 meters in the long journeys of 
transport, plains and without hill. (see you illustration below).  
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End of the transport 

 When the mixture deposit is completely empty of material, the compressed air begins to leave without 
obstacles for the hose of transport, for what means that we have finished with this process. 

Next, to close the spherical key (1) toward the auxiliary compressor. To rotate the switch-investor 
shatters triangle in position rest. 
 

When these processes have concluded, to open the cover and to begin with the following process of 
blended. 
 

Finalization of the work 
To keep in mind the manometer of pressure (7). It lowers the pressure below 2 bar, one can throw of the 

lever (2) up, nevertheless, as suitable previously, it is necessary to work the lever (3) safe-deposit before 
opening the boiler cover. 
 
 
7.7  Load chute 
 

The load chute is a device of load hydraulics for the deposit of blended. It combines two advantages: 
it takes advantage of part of the operative's work, that is to say, their time and he/she makes possible 

that he/she gets ready a new soled mixture while he/she is carried out a process of transport. 
 

The operation of this load chute is carried out by means of a hydraulic system prepared in the machine. 
A hydraulic bomb coupled in the reductora of the deposit of blended that works a hydraulic cylinder of simple 
effect that makes that the load chute ascends exists and lower by means of the action of an existent lever in the 
willing hydraulic distributor for such a function. 
 

The load chute only works if the machine is working 
 
 
7.8  Haulage shovel 
 

The shovel system crawls it consists a shovel that is thrown by an of steel cable wound to a drum-pulley 
worked by a hydraulic motor toward the machine.  
 
 Working this haulage shovel by means of a control prepared in the same one the sand crawls toward the 
load chute it stops later on to introduce it inside the mixture deposit. 
 
 The manipulation of this control in the haulage shovel works a hydraulic electroválvula that works the 
operation of a hydraulic motor that is the one that picks up the cable of steel of the pulley drum and in turn, it 
works the haulage shovel. 
 
 
7.9  Grease automatic + Remote control 
 

The machine takes installed of series a power station of it greases automatic to lubricate the points of it 
greases of the machine, without necessity of carrying out the operative manually. 

 
The function of this power station carries out it a temporized of it greases located inside the electric 

square that in turn has incorporated other functions that next we detail: 
 

The temporization "UTIFORM" has two basic functions: 
to) Control of electro valve at 12V. 
b) temporized Control of a motor of it greases at 12V. 
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7.9.1 Description of the Product: 

 
The feeding must be carried out through a given transformer of fifty watts and that it accompanies the 

apparatus. This transformer should feed to 400 V and it transforms the tension to 12 V. of AC. 
 

The apparatus should not work to a superior tension to the 16 V. of AC. 
 

This apparatus cannot work with direct current. It must work with twelve volts of AC (VCA). He/she 
takes like base of time the signs coming from the electric net. 
 

This temporized of it greases it can accompany with the receiving "UTIFORM" to control the 
manoeuvred of the electro hydraulic valve, which receives the sign of the control distances located in the 
haulage shovel. 
 

It includes a system of quick load in four hours for the batteries of the issuing team, and a control circuit 
for emergency cable. 

 
Connections:    1 

 
 
a) Feeding Regret:  It is where we should connect the 
secondary of the transformer. The primary one 
should be connected to the tension of net of 
400VAC. 
b) Connection to the connector of four poles:  He/She 
has the I number from each pole to which should be 
connected the batteries of the command control like 
the auxiliary cable since so much they should be 
connected to this peg. 
c) Connection to the relé of the receiver:  It should be 
connected to the dry contact and usually open of the 
receiver. When closing this contact he/she carries out 
the feeding of the electro valve 
d) Auxiliary Exit of 12VCC:  Rectified exit of not 
regulated tension. The apparatus feeds with 12 V. of 
AC, and in these terminals we can connect an 
auxiliary element that doesn't consummate more than 
an ampere, I eat a receiver of 12VCC for example. 
e) Connection of the electro valve:  Here we should 
connect the electro valve of 12 V. of direct current. 
f) Connection to the motor of it Greases:  Here we 
should connect the motor of it greases. As the exit it 
is from direct current to 12 V, it can be that the motor 
walks on the contrary to the correct one. In such a 
case, the polarity should be invested exchanging the 
cables of the motor. 
 
The motor of it greases he/she has a soft outburst to 
lengthen the life of the motor; this he/she should not 

have a upper consumption to the 3 A. The operation of the motor can be interrupted by an order of march of the 
electro valve. If it happened this simultaneously to the operation of the motor, this is disconnected while it is 
connected the electro-valve, working the pending time again. 
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g) I Steer NET:  this pilot is illuminated when feeding the team with 12 V. CA. 
h) I Steer Valve:  this pilot lights simultaneously with the electro valve and it is good to give us visual 
information on his operation. 
i) I Steer it Greases:  this pilot gives us reference of operation of the motor of it greases. He/she blinks 
approximately once every two seconds what gives us idea of the lapsed time (he/she lights one second, 
it turns off one second). 
j) IT GOES:  adjusting potentiometer to control the period of time in that the motor will work of it 
greases. You can adjust between zero and ten seconds. If it was necessary to manipulate the electro 
valve while the motor of it greases it is working, this will stop automatically, and renewing their 
march once finished the manoeuvre of the electroválvula that works the haulage shovel. 
k) UNEMPLOYMENT:  adjusting potentiometer to control the period of time in that the motor of it 
greases it will be in rest. You can adjust between zero and ten minutes. 

 
Connection of the connector of four poles: 

 
When the team goes accompanied by a receiving "UTIFORM" it should have the connections to 

interconnect two teams. The feeder goes prepared for it and for that reason it incorporates the "connection to 
connector of 4 poles." This regret of terminals goes numbered and this numeration should coincide with the 
connector of 4 poles. The fourth connection that corresponds with the earth, should be connected to the chassis 
of it schemes it and to the connection of earth of the plug. 
 

Construction of a cable of EMERGENCY: 
 

You can either build a cable to make the direct connection from the originator to the feeder in the event 
of bad operation of the receiver for interferences or for any other cause. The cable should be built connecting the 
pole I number 2 and the pole I number 1, making coincide the numbers in the two ends of the cable and with the 
coincident numeration. If he/she incorporates the earth cable, this debit side to go in the corresponding 
connection, in this case, the pole 4.  

ATTENTION!   Very important:  the pole 3 of the connector of both ends of the cable control 
distance it should be free. 

The reference Utiform for this cable control distances it is 48100. 
 

Connection to the receiver: 
 

The receiver has two fundamental connections to this team. If the receiver is fed with 12V DC this 
connection should be carried out to the terminals of exit of 12V DC taking care of the polarity (that the 
coincides "+" with "+" and "- with "-"). 
 

The control is realized through the exit relé that should be connected to the suitable entrance as "RELE 
RECEIVER" taking care of connecting the "usually open" connection. The closing of this active contact the 
electro-valve exit. 
 

The incorporation of this apparatus to a square and all the connections of this apparatus should be 
carried out according to the effective regulatory scheme taking care of isolations and feeding tensions, being 
these of exclusive responsibility of the installer. 
 

This apparatus is designed specifically and it is manufactured exclusively by the company "UTIFORM" 
and it should always be installed under its specifications. 
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Code 

 
In the first setting in march of the machine the emission code is coded by the factory. 
When changing the manual transmitter or receiver is to erase all the filed codes first and to code the 

receiver with the originator. This processes it is made in the following way:  
 

• To maintain pressed the lever of the control distances of the shovel he/she crawls in the march sense 
and in the same instant to press the button 1 (with logo UTIFORM) of the receptor installed inside the 
electric square of the machine. 
With this simple process the new materials are coded being under good conditions of operation. 

 
7.10 Finalization of the work  
 

Cleaning of the machine  
 

• To have very in bill the cleaning.  
• To clean the connections, fuel and conservatism daily.  
• Not to use for the cleaning aggressive detergents, or gas oil fuels and to only use cloths of cleaning 
that don't loose perusals.  
• Not to use solvent inflammatory or otherwise dangerous, mainly, not to use the substance carbon 
tetrachloride.  
• The use of solvent caustics can attack the materials of the system of the air, for example those 
covered with the polycarbonate.  
• Given the case, to take cautions against toxic vapours of the liquids of cleaning.  
• If a machine of jet of vapour is used to protect delicate construction pieces against humidity.  
• To cover the electric motor, the machine of light and other electric components, the air filters and 
the regulation devices completely. 
• To check after the cleaning all the conductions of fuel, of the oil of the motor and of the hydraulic 
oil, since losses, points of close contact and damages can take place. To repair the damages 
immediately! 
• To move away the dirt of the interior of the machine in the following works, covering the pieces 
and the discovered openings with a clean cloth, paper or adhesive tape.  
• To remove the recubrimientos/adhesion immediately after cleaning.  
• To clean the machine daily so that they are not formed inlays that can affect the function of 
important construction pieces.  
• Not to try to put the hand in the mixer or agitator with the motor in march, although the mixer or 
agitator are stopped.  
• To dew the machine with conservatism after each cleaning. They impede the oxide formation and 
they protect the machine without attacking the rubber pieces, cables and meetings.  
• Any guarantee is not assumed for the aforementioned pieces if it is used other means, mainly gasoil 
fuels.  
• To wash the complete machine for the exterior with water and a brush.  

 
Cleaning of the deposit of blended and the hoses of transport 

 
To elevate the grill of protection of the mouth of the boiler and to bend it toward a side. To wash the 
mixture deposit especially inside with abundant water until it is not any mortar rest or other materials.  
ATTENTION!   To take care of the ends of the axis of the boiler, since in the meetings of the 
axis mixer, it cannot be formed any inlay of dirt. It would damage the meetings of the axis and it 
would end up causing important mishaps. 
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To place the exit recipient in a place where it can leave the dirty water without causing any type of 
damage. 
To close the cover of the deposit, to start the machine and to transport the dirty water for the hoses of 
transport and the receiver material exit toward out.  
 
To hold the receiving tripod of material exit well because they leave mortar remains, he/she dilutes to 
wash and air of transport low pressure.  
To clarify the deposit of blended a second time, to fill it until the half with water and to empty it again, 
as previously described.  
 

For the final cleaning in the hoses of transport to use the rubber balls (ref. 3500180) introducing 
them in their interior to eliminate the mortar remains that can be deposited in their interior. 

To repeat this process the necessary times until the water that comes out for final end of the 
hoses is totally clean. 

 
 
7.11 Shortcomings in the transport 
 
The mixture material is not transported 
 
If the material is not transported at one time by the hose of transport very brief, there is a mishap. 
 

• To close the faucets for the superior and inferior air. This way, it is avoided that the compressed air 
escapes unsuccessfully for the hose of transport it empties. 
• To disconnect the machine and to assure it against an unauthorized connection.  
• To eliminate the causes, for example the inadequate constitution of the mixture ingredients.  

 
A plug in the hose of transport 
 

When there is a plug in the hose of transport the manometer of the mixture deposit it ascends to a 
pressure from 7 to 8 bar, since it cannot leave the compressed air.  

 
Not to open the cover of the deposit! The deposit and the hoses support a pressure of higher break to it 

specifies it previously, for what doesn't constitute any source of danger. 
 

1.  To check where he/she is the plug, hitting the hose of transport 
2.  When he/she has been the plug, to move the tube from a side to another strongly.  
In most of the cases, this process is enough so that the plug disappears. If the movement was not 
enough:  
To disconnect the air transporters! 
3. To close the faucets for the inferior air and superior and to open the mixture deposit.  

 
To take protection glasses! 

To keep in mind, although the machine is stopped that the hoses of transport are low pressure, for what 
the mortar remains could cause lesions when opening the working of the hose. 

Care with material splashes! To take protection clothes! 
 

4.  To wait until the manometer of the deposit indicates 0 bar.  
5.  To only open then the hose of transport in the corked part and to eliminate the plug.  
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Causes of the formation of plugs 
 

The plugs can be formed for different reasons, for example:  
1.  Supplementary material with a low percentage of thick grain in the mixture ingredients:  little 
tendency to the formation of plugs offers the use of supplementary material of the line of regular sieve  
2.  Hoses of transport with a small nominal diameter:  it should only be used hoses of transport with a 
nominal diameter of 60 or 65 mm.  
3.  A high percentage of agglutinant in the mixture ingredients:  the hoses should also here be used with 
a bigger nominal diameter, starting from a nominal diameter of 60 mm.  
At the same time, thick sand should be used with a bigger percentage of thick grain. 
 

If it reaches some material the eyes in spite of taking some goggles, to wash the eyes immediately with 
abundant cold water. 

The hydraulic agglomerate is aggressive and it can damage the eyes. 
 

Then to go to a specialist immediately. 
 
 
7.12 Operations in winter 
 

In geographical areas with low temperatures the work is more difficult. 
 
To take advantage of that time, if it is possible, for maintenance works and repairs in the machine. To 

make the annual revision in an authorized shop.  
 

Up to 0 ºC it is guaranteed an operation without difficulties of the machine. If it lowers the temperature 
below the freezing point, to keep in mind the following points:  
 

• To prepare the working place and the material to transport appropriately.  
 

• Not to use frozen material.  
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8 Maintenance 
 
8.1 Safe-deposit indications in the maintenance and repair  
 

The maintenance works and repair should only be carried out for specialized, given personnel the case, 
under the supervision of a qualified person for this working type.  
 

1.  To use the appropriate tools for the maintenance works and repair.  
 

2.  To only use original exchange pieces UTIFORM. 
 
 
8.2   Safe-deposit indications in the use of tools 
 

Use the appropriate tool for each work. If the tools are used in an appropriate and reasonable way and 
one keeps in mind the limitations, many accidents can be avoided. 

 
For special works special tools can be obtained. To use this type of tools bears to save time and to avoid 

damages in the pieces of the machine. 
 

1.  Only use keys for nuts or glass keys that are coupled perfectly. 
 
2.  Only place a forked key in the flat level of the bolster of the nut in a vertical way in the axis of the 
thread. Never to place a forked key in a crossed way.  
 
3.  Never to use a tube or any other type of bars improvised to lengthen a mango.  
 
4.  To give blows never has more than enough keys or another tool type whose end is not that.  
 
5.  To hold the bolster of the old crock key well if it is necessary to make lengthening.  
 
7.  Not to use keys with tips or broken or worn-out songs.  
 
8.  To use high-power joining suddenly for compressed air tools or tools. 

 
9.  To change joining that are broken or worn away;  to always maintain the joining clean.  

 
10. Never to use a screwdriver to open up, granter, to chisel, to groove or requester.  

 
11. To use the appropriate screwdriver for each work. The mouth of the screwdriver has to enter 
perfectly in the screw to manipulate. A screwdriver with rounded songs can slide easily. It is necessary 
to sharpen it or to throw it. 
 
12. To use a screwdriver or any other tool near conduction never lowers tension or other electric 
components. The case of plastic of the mangos is good to improve the mango and I don't eat isolation, 
if he/she doesn't come specification expressly for the maker.  
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13. Never to give blows with a hammer to a hardened object:  not put an intermediate piece hardened 
above the object before beginning to give blows.  
 
14. To never use a hammer with the loose head. To throw a hammer with the chart desconchada. 

 
15. Never to use a chisel or a die with the surface desconchada or uniformed.  

 
16. Always take a protection for the eyes in any related work with hitting, requester, to chisel or to 
sharpen.  

 
17. Take protective gloves in the chisel use or die. 

 
 
8.3   Safe-deposit indications on the machine 
 

• Never to remove safety appliances. 
 
• Never to put the hand in the mixture deposit, being in progress the machine.  
 
• Before beginning any work to try that nobody can connect the machine without authorization.  
 
• Specialized personnel can only carry out the works.  
 
• To avoid the dirt in the points of it greases. To wash the oilier and the bomb engrasadora before 
using both, since the dirt and the sand in the rodamientos take to a premature waste.  
 
• To grease the machine after each cleaning.  
 
• To only use the detailed lubricants and never to mix different models, since some fats are not 
compatible, and the lubricant effect diminishes considerably.  
 
• To grease each means year all the mobile pieces that don't figure in the following chapter. 

 
 
8.4  Points of it greases newspapers 
 

In case the machine doesn't prepare of central of it greases automatic or be damaged it should be kept in 
mind the following points of it greases: 
 

1) to grease twice daily the meetings of the axis mixer and the bearing of the axis mixer with the motor 
in march. 
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2) to grease once up-to-date the valve of sphere of air escape of the cover of the boiler. 

 
• To clean the points minutely of it greases.  
 
• To grease to such an extent that it leaves the fat visibly for the interior part of the axis. 

 
 
8.5   Points of it greases weekly 
 

Machine with version load chute:  to grease the two points of it greases manuals located in the axis 
articulation chute. 
 
 

• To clean the points minutely of it greases.  
 

• To grease to such an extent that it leaves the fat 
visibly.  

 
 
 
 
8.6 Points of it greases each means year 
 
It is necessary to grease the parking device and contention control, according to the enclosed illustration: 
 
 

• To clean the points minutely of it greases.  
 
• To grease to such an extent that it leaves the fat visibly.  

 
When maintaining a certain height during a long time he/she can appear in the connection of the 

heads jagged oxide, with the rising deterioration of the same ones, for what a regular cleaning of the 
jagged connections is recommended. 

 
 
8.7 Grease central automatic 
 

The power station of it greases automatic it greases the following points of the machine automatically 
with the quantity of correct fat:  
 

1.  The meetings of the axis mixer in the mixture deposit in the part of the motor 
 
2.  Support back of the axis mixer, in the blind part. 

 
The front support of the axis mixer is to grease it once a month. The point of it greases it is beside the 

recipient of fat of the one it greases central.  
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8.8 Additional maintenance each 8 working hours or daily. 
 

• To control the meeting in the cover of the boiler 
 
• To control the hose of transport and joinings if they are in a perfect state.  
 
The power station of it greases automatic debit side to have the quantity of fat in the enough recipient.  
 
• When finishing working to clean the machine, as described in previous chapters. 
 
• When carrying out a displacement to control the installation of illumination.  
 
• Check in a machine with load chute or shovel crawls if both are very subject with its corresponding 
chain. 

 
8.9 Additional maintenance each 40 working hours or weekly. 
 

To keep in mind the maintenance works described in the previous maintenance intervals and also the 
following ones: 
 

• To control, and when necessary, to clean the hoses of superior and inferior air.  
 
• To clean, and when necessary to adjust or to change the taper joint of the cover of the boiler. 
 
• To prove, to clean or to change the function of the setback valves in the system of air. 
 
• To control the pressure in the tires; state of the neumáticos/profundidad of the profile.  
 
• To control the controls and the retention team (according to version of the machine) 
 
• To prove the perfect operation in an installation of it greases automatic.  
 
• To prove the state of the waste pieces and of the mixer, and when necessary, to change everything.  

 
8.10 Additional maintenance each 500 working hours or each means year 
 

To keep in mind the maintenance works described in the previous maintenance intervals and also the 
following ones: 
 

• To clean the refrigerator of oil inside..  
 

• To change the taper joint of the cover of the boiler of 
the mixture deposit 

 
• To change the ring choke and the jetty for the 
retention valve.  

 
• To change the waste boards in the mixture deposit. 

 
• To control the axial game of the support of the buje.  

 
• To substitute the filter of hydraulic oil (according to 
version) 
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8.11 Additional maintenance each 1000 working hours or every year 
 

To keep in mind the maintenance works described in the previous maintenance intervals and also the 
following ones: 
 

• Safe-deposit control of the mixture deposit if it is in perfect state, see you also the regulation of the 
recipient to pressure.  

 
8.12  To keep the machine 
 

To make all the maintenance works before keeping the machine. We recommend earnestly that they are 
only carried out the maintenance works and inspection for a shop authorized by UTIFORM. You can only this 
way be sure of having a machine with a perfect operation.  
 

• To deposit the machine in a dry place and I clean.  
• The storage duration should not surpass a period of about 3 months. If it is a more lingering period 
it is necessary to take additional measures of protection.  
 

These have to be in the following way:  
 
• It is necessary to clean and to conserve the machine before keeping it. To clean the complete 
machine with a high-pressure cleaner.  
• To eliminate strong inlays of oil in the interior with a cold cleaner.  

 
8.13  Illumination 
 

To control the operation of the team of illumination before carrying out the displacement. To change the 
faulty bulbs immediately.  
 
8.14  Tires and wing 
 

If the machine will be stopped during a long time it is recommended to lift the machine it has more than 
enough tacos to alleviate the tires and to prevent a deformation in the same ones. 
 

To grease all the mobile pieces that are in the wing. 
 

After a change of tires or in a new machine it is recommended to press the nuts of the wheels after few 
meters of movement of the machine. 

 
 
9 Lubricant 
 

Oil hydraulic in machine with chute of load y/ó shovel crawls 
Viscosity:  46 HLP Quantity:  12 l 

 
Lubricating grease 

Lithium fat KL 
 

Never to mix different types of oils or fatty! 
 

The used oil is an enemy for the machines. It is recommended that how much higher it is the quality of 
the oil, better the machine works and much longer it will be the duration of life of the same one. 
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10 Declaration of conformity CE 
 

 
 The Useful company and you Form, Tools and Machines, S.L., from now on UTIFORM, domiciled 
in:  Industrial polygon "The Ropes", 03160 - ALMORADI (Alicante) SPAIN 

 
 

It CERTIFIES for this document that the machine  
 
 

Denomination:  TRANSPORTADORA DE SOLADOS 
It marks:  UTIFORM            Series:                       Model:                            Type: 
Serial number                                                          :Manufacturing Year: 

 
 

 it is according with the essential requirements of the R.D. 1435/92 (27-11-92) relative to 
Security of Machines, modified by the R.D.1215/97 (20-01-95) and the R.D. 1215/97 (18-07-97) for the 
one that the safe-deposit minimum dispositions and health settle down for the use for the workers of the 
working teams. 

 
It is, also, in conformity with the dispositions of the following directive of the CE: 

Directive 98/37CEE (22-06-98) relative to the approach of the legislations delos States members it 
has more than enough machines, which was modified by the directive 98/79(27-10-98) 

 
Directive 89/336/CEE (19-02-73) relative to the approach of the legislations of the States 
members about the electromagnetic compatibility, which was modified by the directive 92/31/CEE 
and the 93/68/CEE, incorporate to the Spanish legislation by means of the one  
R.D. 444/1994 (11-03-94), for which the procedures of evaluation of the conformity and the 
relative protection requirements settle down to electromagnetic compatibility of the teams, systems 
and facilities, modified by the R.D. 1950/1995 (01-12-1995). 
 
Directive 2000/14 CEE (08-05-00) relative to the approach of the legislations of thes States 
members it has more than enough sound emissions in the environment to the machines of I use 
outdoors. 
 

 
 In the concerning thing to the Directive 98/37/CE, he/she has been carried out the 
autocertificación, being the machine in conformity with the dispositions and requirements of the 
following European Norms: 
 

IN 292-1;1991.- Security of the machines. Basic concepts, general principles for the design. It 
leaves 1:  Basic terminology, methodology. 
 
IN 292-2; 1991.- Security of the machines. Basic concepts, general principles for the design. It 
leaves 2:  Principles and technical specifications. 
 
IN 292-2; 1991/A1;1995.- Security of the machines. Basic concepts, general principles for the 
design. It leaves 2:  Principles and technical specifications. (Modification A1) 
 
IN 294:1992.- Security of the machines. You distance safe-deposit to prevent that dangerous areas 
are reached with the superior members. 
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 Also, they are of conformity with the following Norms: 

 
IN 60204-1:1997.- Security of the machines. I equip electric of the machines. It leaves 1:  General 
requirements 
 
IN 418:1992.- Security of the machines. Teams of emergency stop, functional aspects. Principles 
for the design 
 
IN 982;1996.- Security of the machines.- Safe-deposit requirements for systems and components 
for hydraulic and pneumatic transmissions. Hydraulics. 
 
 

 In the concerning thing to the Directive 89/236/CE, he/she has been carried out the 
autocertificación, being the machine in conformity with the dispositions and requirements of the 
following European Norms: 
 

IN 50081-1:1992.- Electromagnetic compatibility. Generic Norma of emission. It leaves 1:  
Residential, commercial and slight industry  
 
IN 50082-1:1992.- Electromagnetic compatibility. Generic Norma of immunity. It leaves 1:  
Residential, commercial and slight industry 
 
 
 

This declaration of conformity will be limited in that that to the responsibility of the one proven 
refers, in case if the salesperson or distributor for its own bill and risk, and without our express authority, 
carry out changes in the machines, use the machines for other goods that the specification ones for her or to 
work in a country outside of the territory where they have validities the norms of the CE 98/37 EEC, or in 
the event of repair for third unauthorized, with assembly of pieces and waste. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In Almoradí, at October 14 2.004 
 
 
 

            Miguel Ángel Peco 
       Engineer Technician. Industrial 
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11 Leaf of safe-deposit control 

 
Should the need arise (at most every 3 months), to change all the hoses of transport and 

joinings immediately. To keep in mind the pressure of appropriate operation! 
 
 
HOURS WORK IT DATES OBSERVATIONS IT SIGNS 
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12 Relationship of maintenance works 
 
 
HOURS WORK IT DATES REALIZED MAINTENANCE IT SIGNS 
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13 Leaf of reserve order 
 

Useful and you Form, Tools and Machines, S.L. 
Technical service After-sales 
Pol. Ind. The Ropes, Esq. C / 1 AND 9 
03160 ALMORADI 
Tfno. + 34 96 570 29 82 fax:  + 34 96 570 29 83 

 
Delivery Direction................................................................................................................................ 
Population................................................................... County..................................C.P....................... 
 
Client Nom/nº.................................................................................................................................. 
Company.....................................................................................................................................................
. 
I domicile....................................................................Población...................................C.P....................... 
 
Telephone........................................................... 
Fax................................................................................... 
 
 
It forms of shipment _____NORMAL _____URGENTE 
 
It forms of delivery _____ he/she Gives _____Entrega completely partially 
 
I Model of machine:  _____________________Número series       
 
 
This order is governed according to the effective sale conditions of the company UTIFORM.  
 
 

IT INDEXES DESCRIPTION QUANTITY 
   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Zerlegung 



Esstrichmachine Convey 260 

Zeichen: Die Firma Utiform behält sich das Recht vor zur verbesserung der Machine technische Änderungen vorzunehmen die in diesem Handbuch 
nicht berücksichtigt sind. 
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Esstrichmachine Convey 260 

 
1. Benutzerhandbuch 
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Zeichen: Die Firma Utiform behält sich das Recht vor zur verbesserung der Machine technische Änderungen vorzunehmen die in diesem Handbuch nicht 
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Esstrichmachine Convey 260 
 
1. Benutzerhandbuch: Ersatzteilliste 
 
Nº       Ref. Uds. Descripción Description Bezeichnung Désignation
1  3500563143 1 CAPOT CHASIS CONVEY 260          
2 41137 8 TORNILLO ALLEN D7991 M6x16 SCREW D7991 M6x16                                           VIS ALENE D7991 M6x16                                   

3   7214145 2 BISAGRA CAPOT NIVO-CONVEY HINGE HOOD VARIO AUTONIVELANTE        CHARNIERE CAPOT VARIO 
AUTONIVELANT                                                 

4      5613149 1 BURLETE CON GOMA LINEAL (1-3 mm) 
(MTS) 

5  46450 1 TIRADOR EMPOTRABLE CAPOT V2                 
6   2405110501 2 CIERRE C/SEGURO P/CAPOT FASTENER CAPOT                                               FERMETURE AVEC SECURITE P/CAPOT       
7   2405110502 2 GANCHO P/CIERRE CAPOT HOOK FOR CLOSING COVER                            CROCHET POUR FERMETURE CAPOT           
8  45613 1 CHASIS-CHAPA CONVEY 260    

9   80402120 1 CALDERA 260 A1/2, C/PLACAS, TAPA, 
SALIDA 118    

VESSEL 260 A1/2 WITH PLATES, OUTLET 
118                                                                         CUVE 260 A1/2, AVEC PLAQUES, SORTIE 

118, COUVERCLE                                                

10      1923011050 1 CONO RECEPTOR MATERIAL CONVEY 
260 -A2- 

11   46210 2 PASADOR PATA APOYO CONVEY         
12   41606 2 PASADOR R DE 4 mm.                    GOUPILLE R DE 4 mm.       
13   46461 1 TAPON DESAGÜE TOLVA R. INT. 3" (V2)    
14   3500421300 2 PATA APOYO CONVEY 260                          PIED APPUI UTI 260 "E"                                      

 

Zeichen: Die Firma Utiform behält sich das Recht vor zur verbesserung der Machine technische Änderungen vorzunehmen die in diesem Handbuch nicht berücksichtigt sind. 
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Esstrichmachine Convey 260 

 
2. Bauteile des Fahrgestells 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                    3          6 

Zeichen: Die Firma Utiform behält sich das Recht vor zur verbesserung der Machine technische Änderungen vorzunehmen die in diesem Handbuch nicht 
berücksichtigt sind. 
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Esstrichmachine Convey 260 
 
2. Bauteile des Fahrgestells: Ersatzteilliste 
 

Nº       Ref. Uds. DESCRIPCIÓN Description Bezeichnung Désignation
1 313013155000 2 RUEDA NEUMATICA 155/80 R-13 SPARE WHEEL V2                                               ROUE DE SECOURS V2                                     
2  1295517 1 EJE SIN FRENO 750 KG. P/V2    

3  70911 1 TORNILLO-EJE M20 APRIETE NUDO 
LANZA                SCREW-AXLE M20                                               

4  70910 1 MANETA APRIETE M20 NUDO LANZA HANDLE M20 FOR SPRAY GUN                       MANETTE SERRAGE M20 NOEUD LANCE   

5     263265 1 LANZA REMOLQUE REG P/750 
KG.+CABEZAL V2 

6   2294125000 1 ENGANCHE BOLA P/TRANSPORTE -
AK160-               

TRAILER HOOK FOR TRANSPORT 
BRINKMANN MACHINES                                  ATTACHE BOULE P/TRANSPORT 

MACHINE BRINK.                                              

7   3120000862 2 REFLECTOR REDONDO AMARILLO REFLECTOR YELLOW ROUND FOR 
VESSEL 260 E                                                       REFLECTEUR JAUNE ROND CUVE 260 E     

 

Zeichen: Die Firma Utiform behält sich das Recht vor zur verbesserung der Machine technische Änderungen vorzunehmen die in diesem Handbuch nicht berücksichtigt sind. 
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Zeichen: Die Firma Utiform behält sich das Recht vor zur verbesserung der Machine technische Änderungen vorzunehmen die in diesem Handbuch nicht 
berücksichtigt sind. 
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3. Mischkessel 
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Zeichen: Die Firma Utiform behält sich das Recht vor zur verbesserung der Machine technische Änderungen vorzunehmen die in diesem Handbuch nicht 
berücksichtigt sind. 
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Zeichen: Die Firma Utiform behält sich das Recht vor zur verbesserung der Machine technische Änderungen vorzunehmen die in diesem Handbuch nicht berücksichtigt sind. 
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3. Mischkessel: Ersatzteilliste 
 
Nº Ref. Uds. Descripción Description Bezeichnung Désignation 
1 4222103200 1 JUNTA TAPA CALDERA  JOINT CAP FOR VESSEL                                     JOINT COUVERCLE CUVE ESTRICH BOY      
2 001003040 1 TAPA CALDERA CONVEY    

3 5613149 1 BURLETE CON GOMA LINEAL (1-3 mm) 
(MTS)    

4 001003080 1 REJILLA CALDERA CONVEY    
5 41130 1 TORNILLO MARIPOSA M8x25 SCREW BUTTERFLY M8x25                               ECROU PAPILLON M8x25                                  
6 011160 1 ENGRASADOR RECTO M8X1 LUBRICATOR STRAIGHT R 1/8"                        GRAISSEUR DROIT R 1/8"                                  

7 65726 1 TAPA VALVULA ESCAPE CALDERA  COVER VALVE VESSEL                                      COUVERCLE SOUPAPE ECHAPPEMENT 
CUVE                                                                    

8 65546 1 VALVULA ESFERA 1 1/4" M-H SIN 
MANETA 

VALVE BALL 1 1/4" M-H LONG LEVER 
C/ENGRASE                                                          SOUPAPE SPHERIQUE 1 1/4" M-H 

MANETTE LARGE AVEC GRAISSAGE            

9 001003095 1 TAPA SUPERIOR EN TAPA CALDERA 
CONVEY    

10 001011002 1 MANGO SEG.+EJE VALVULA ESCAPE 
TAPA CALDERA        

11 471710101      1 PROTECTOR GOMA MANGO DN 20 MM.    
12 414230103  1 PROTECTOR GOMA MANGO DN 30 MM.    
13 1401011232 1 TAPA MUELLE TAPA CALDERA DERECHO    

14 1401011236 1 MUELLE C/PATAS DCHA. P/TAPA 
CALDERA CONVEY   RESSORT AVEC PIEDS DROITES P/ 

COUVERCLE CUVE ANCIENNE       
15 001003093 1 EJE PASADOR TAPA CALDERA    

16 1401011237 1 MUELLE C/PATAS IZDA. P/TAPA 
CALDERA CONVEY   RESSORT AVEC PIEDS GAUCHES P/ 

COUVERCLE CUVE ANCIENNE    
17 - 4 TORNILLO D933 M5X12    
18 41708 4 ARANDELA D125A M5 WASHER D-125A M5     RONDELLE D-125A M5           

19 001003050 1 TAPA BISAGRA C/ BULÓN CIERRE TAPA 
CALDERA    

20 76035 1 PASADOR D1481 10x40   GOUPILLE D'EMPENNAGE  6x50         

21 1801905110 4 CASQUILLO NYLON ARTICULACION 
TOLVA SOCKET NYLON HOPPER  BAGUE NYLON ARTICULATION TREMIE 

22 41609 2 PASADOR DE ALETA 6x60    
23 41734 2 ARANDELA D125A M24 WASHER D-125A M24  RONDELLE D-125A M24    
24 001003055 1 TAPA BISAGRA CIERRE TAPA CALDERA    
25 001003060 1 BULON FINAL CARRERA TOLVA NIVO    
26 1401011233 1 TAPA MUELLE TAPA CALDERA IZQUIERD    
27 01011001    RING NYLON                                                         
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Zeichen: Die Firma Utiform behält sich das Recht vor zur verbesserung der Machine technische Änderungen vorzunehmen die in diesem Handbuch nicht 
berücksichtigt sind. 
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4. Abdichtung Mischwelle 
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Zeichen: Die Firma Utiform behält sich das Recht vor zur verbesserung der Machine technische Änderungen vorzunehmen die in diesem Handbuch nicht berücksichtigt sind. 
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4. Abdichtung Mischwelle: Ersatzteilliste 
 
Nº Ref. Uds. Descripción Description Bezeichnung Désignation 
1 5406007060     2 CASQUILLO 60X70X60 EJE MOVIL 

CALDERA  SOCKET 60X70X60 VESSEL                               BAGUE 60X70X60 AXE MOBILE CUVE          

2 5406007060     2 CASQUILLO 60X70X60 EJE MOVIL 
CALDERA  SOCKET 60X70X60 VESSEL                               BAGUE 60X70X60 AXE MOBILE CUVE          

3 5303999915     1 ANILLO COBRE BRIDA REDUCTORA 
CALDERA  RING COPPER TRANSMISSION VESSEL         BAGUE CUIVRE  BRIDE REDUCTRICE 

CUVE                                                           

4 4241700601     2 JUNTA GOMA PLANA 170x60x10 EJE 
CALDERA  

RUBBER JOINT FLAT 170x60x10 AXLE 
VESSEL                                                           JOINT CAOUTCHOUC PLAT 170x60x10 

AXE CUVE                                          

5 1800402090     1 BRIDA INTERMEDIA EN GOMA EJE 
CALDERA  

CLAMP INTERMEDIA EN GOMA AXLE 
VESSEL                                                              BRIDE INTERMEDIAIRE EN 

CAOUTCHOUC AXE CUVE  

6 1930010180     1 BRIDA SUJECIÓN REDUCTORA CALDERA 
DELANTERA 

SUPPORT CLAMP TRANSMISSION 
VESSEL                                                                  BRIDE SUSPENSION REDUCTORA CUVE     

7 4307009030     1 EMPAQUETADURA JUNTA 
ESTANQUIEDAD EJE     EMPAQUETAGE JOINT ETANCHEITE AXE   

8 5491021300 1 ACOPL.  AJUSTE EJE MOVIL CALDERA  CUPPLING  ADJUSTING AXLE VESSEL         KUPPLUNG  AUSRICHTUNG ACHSE 
KESSEL                                                               

RACCORD AJUSTAGE AXE MOBILE 
CUVE                                                                   

9 5470005131 1 BRIDA CERRADA REDUCTORA CALDERA CLAMP CLOSED TRANSMISSION VESSEL    BRIDE FERMEE REDUCTORA CUVE              
10 5303121815     6 ARANDELA COBRE 12x18x1.5    
11 41059 6 TORNILLO ALLEN D912 M12x65 SCREW D912 M12x65                                           VIS ALENE D912 M12x65                                   

12 5492608026     1 JUNTA FIELTRO 6'5x8x260 MM. EJE 
CALDERA  

JOINT FILTER 6'5x8x260 MM. AXLE 
VESSEL                                                                JOINT FILTRE 6'5x8x260 MM. AXE CUVE      

13 41703 3 ARANDELA D125A M14 WASHER D-125A M14                                         RONDELLE D-125A M14                                    
13.1 41733 3 ARANDELA GROWER D7980 M14 WASHER GROWER D7980 M14                         RONDELLE GROWER D7980 M14                    
14 41183 3 TORNILLO ALLEN D912 M5x30 SCREW D933 M14x35                                           VIS D933 M14x35                                                 
15 011160 1 ENGRASADOR RECTO M8X1 LUBRICATOR STRAIGHT R 1/8"                       GRAISSEUR DROIT R 1/8"                                 
16 5430012133     1 RODAMIENTO EJE MOVIL CALDERA  BEARING MOBILE AXLE VESSEL                  KUGELLAGER MOBILE ACHSE KESSEL       ROULEMENT AXE MOBILE CUVE  
17 1800402043     1 EJE CALDERA AXLE VESSEL                                                       AXE CUVE                                                            
18 5385181116     1 CHAVETA EJE CALDERA  KEY AXLE VESSEL                                             CLAVETTE AXE CUVE  

19 406423 1 RACOR RECTO M10x1 – ENGRASE JOINT STRAIGHT M10x1 - GREASING            VERBINDUNGSSTUECK GERADE M10x1 - 
FETTUNG                                                              RACCORD DROIT M10x1 - GRAISSAGE         

20 41195 6 TORNILLO ALLEN D912 M12x45 SCREW D912  M12x45                                          VIS ALENE D912  M12x45                                  
21 5303121815     6 ARANDELA COBRE 12x18x1.5    
22 1930010280     1 BRIDA CIEGA EJE CALDERA TRASERA CLAMP BLIND AXLE VESSEL                           BRIDE AVEUGLE AXE CUVE  
23 5430072081     2 RODAMIENTO EJE CALDERA "DETRAS" BEARING VESSEL AXLE  "BACKSIDE"          KUGELLAGER KESSELACHSE  "HINTEN"    ROULEMENT AXE CUVE   "ARRIERE"           

24 4241700501     1 JUNTA GOMA PLANA 170x50x10 EJE 
CALDERA  

RUBBER JOINT FLAT 170x50x10 AXLE 
VESSEL                                                                  JOINT CAOUTCHOUC PLAT 170x50x10 

AXE CUVE                                                            

25 4305808012     1 RETEN C/ANILLO METALICO EJE 
CALDERA "DETRAS" 

SEALING WITH METAL RING AXLE 
VESSEL "BACKSID"                                           

DICHTUNG MIT METALLRING ACHSE 
KESSEL                                                                 

BAGUE AVEC ANNEAU METALIQUE AXE 
CUVE "ARRIERE"                                                

26 5405005822     1 CASQUILLO FIJO 50x58x22 EJE CALDERA  SOCKET FIX 50x58x22 AXLE VESSEL              BAGUE FIXE 50x58x22 AXE CUVE                  
27 5405005840     1 CASQUILLO FIJO 50x58x40 EJE CALDERA  SOCKET FIX 50x58x40 AXLE VESSEL              BAGUE FIXE 50x58x40 AXE CUVE                  
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5. Placas desgaste caldera CONVEY. 
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NOTA: La empresa Utiform se reserva el derecho de efectuar cualquier modificación técnica con tendencia a mejorar la máquina, aunque no esté 
contemplada en esta manual. 
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Soladora HD-50 
 
5. Placas desgaste caldera CONVEY: lista de repuestos. 
 
Nº       Ref. Uds. Descripción Description Bezeichnung Désignation
A     80634050 2 PLACA DESGASTE REDONDA 

EXTREMO  C/TORN. 
PLAQUE D'USURE REDONDA 
EXTREMO  C. TORN.                                        

1  41204 6 TUERCA D934 M10 SCREW D934 M10                                                MUTTER D934 M10                                              ECROU D934 M10                                                

2   4240300083 6 JUNTA GOMA P/PLACAS DESGASTE Ø 
8MM 

RUBBER JOINT FOR WEARPLATES Ø  
8MM                                                                       GUMMIDICHTUNG Ø 8MM                               JOINT CAOUTCHOUC P. PLAQUES 

D'USURE Ø 8MM                                                  
3  41716 6 ARANDELA PLANA D9021 M10 ANCHA WASHER FLAT D9021 M10 WIDE                    UNTERLEGSCHEIBE D9021 M10                      RONDELLE PLATE D9021 M10 LARGE           
4   41198 6 TORNILLO ALLEN D7991 M10x40 SCREW D7991 M10X40                                       SCHRAUBE D7991 M10X40                                VIS ALENE D7991 M10X40                                

5   1201060110 1 PLACA DESG. "STR" REDONDA 
EXTREMOS CALD. 260 VERSCHLEISSBLECH RUND                             PLAQUE RONDE EXTREMES 

BRINKMANN                                                        
       

6 a) 80402121 1 CALDERA PARA MÁQUINA STANDARD    

6 b) 80402120 1 CALDERA PARA MÁQUINA CON TOLVA 
DE CARGA    

       
B   80606050 2 JUEGO PLACAS DESGASTE SAL. 

CENTRAL 
SET WEAR PLATES CPL. WITH 
CENTRAL OUTLET                                            JEU PLAQUES D'USURE FOND CUVE 

SORTIE CENTR.                                                 

7   1201050730 1 PLACA DESG. "STR" "CENTRAL" S/AGUJ. 
118 mm "2 PZAS VERSCHLEISSBLECH UNTEN HINTEN           PLAQUE D'USURE E260 FOND ARRIERE 2 

PCS                                                                         

8   1201050725 1 PLACA DESG. "STR" "CENTRAL" C/AGUJ. 
118 mm "2 PZAS VERSCHLEISSBLECH UNTEN VORNE       PLAQUE D'USURE E260 FOND AVANT 2 

PCS                                                                          
9  41716 12 ARANDELA PLANA D9021 M10 ANCHA WASHER FLAT D9021 M10 WIDE                    UNTERLEGSCHEIBE D9021 M10                      RONDELLE PLATE D9021 M10 LARGE           

10   4240300083 12 JUNTA GOMA P/PLACAS DESGASTE Ø 
8MM 

RUBBER JOINT FOR WEARPLATES Ø 
8MM                                                                       GUMMIDICHTUNG Ø 8MM                               JOINT CAOUTCHOUC P. PLAQUES 

D'USURE Ø 8MM                                                  
11  41204 12 TUERCA D934 M10 SCREW D934 M10                                                MUTTER D934 M10                                              ECROU D934 M10                                                
12  41198 12 TORNILLO ALLEN D7991 M10x40 SCREW D7991 M10X40                                       SCHRAUBE D7991 M10X40                                VIS ALENE D7991 M10X40                                

       
C   80626200 2 PLACA CURVA LISA C/TORN.   PLAQUE COURBE LISSE AVEC VIS             
13   41198 2 TORNILLO ALLEN D7991 M10x40 SCREW D7991 M10X40                                       SCHRAUBE D7991 M10X40                                VIS ALENE D7991 M10X40                                
14   41716 2 ARANDELA PLANA D9021 M10 ANCHA WASHER FLAT D9021 M10 WIDE                    UNTERLEGSCHEIBE D9021 M10                      RONDELLE PLATE D9021 M10 LARGE           

15   4240300083 2 JUNTA GOMA P/PLACAS DESGASTE Ø 
8MM 

RUBBER JOINT FOR WEARPLATES Ø 
8MM                                                                       GUMMIDICHTUNG Ø 8MM                               JOINT CAOUTCHOUC P. PLAQUES 

D'USURE Ø 8MM                                                  
16   41204 2 TUERCA D934 M10 SCREW D934 M10                                                MUTTER D934 M10                                              ECROU D934 M10                                                

17   2000015182 2 PLACA DESG. "STR" CURVA LISA CALD. 
260 VERSCHLEISSBLECH KURVE                           PLAQUE COURBE LISSE BRINKMANN          

 

NOTA: La empresa Utiform se reserva el derecho de efectuar cualquier modificación técnica con tendencia a mejorar la máquina, aunque no esté contemplada en esta manual. 
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6. Mischwerk-kessel 
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Zeichen: Die Firma Utiform behält sich das Recht vor zur verbesserung der Machine technische Änderungen vorzunehmen die in diesem Handbuch nicht 
berücksichtigt sind. 
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6. Mischwerk-kessel: Ersatzteilliste 
 
Nº       Ref. Uds. Descripción Description Bezeichnung Désignation
1   81010010 1 JUEGO PALAS CONVEY SAL. CENTRAL SET MIXING PADDLES CPL. WITH 

CENTRAL OUTLET                                            JEU PALES KPL. AVEC EVACUATION 
CENTRALE                                                           

2   7210001000 2 PALA UT1  MISCHERARM UT1                                              PALE UT1                                                               
3   7210003000 2 PALA UT3  MISCHERARM UT3                                              PALE UT3                                                               
4  41196 4 TORNILLO D931 M16x70 SCREW D931 M16x70                                           SCHRAUBE D931 M16X70                                  VIS D931 M16x70                                                  
5   7200001000 4 BRIDA PIEZA SUJECION UT01  KLEMMSTÜCK 01                                                PIECE FIXATION B01                                          
6   7200005400 4 BRAZO SUJECION UT54  KLEMMSTÜCK   MIT ARM BK54                      PIECE FIXATION BK54                                        
7   7240035060 4 PLACA 3x50x60 P/JUEGO PALA   ABDECKPLATTE 3X50X60                                 PLAQUE 3x50x60 P. JEU PALES                         
8 41732 12 ARANDELA GROWER D127A M16 WASHER GROWER D127A M16                         RONDELLE GROWER D127A M16                    
9  41214 12 TUERCA AUTOBLOC. D985 M16 SCREW AUTOBLOC. D985 M16                         MUTTER D985 M16                                              ECROU AUTOBLOQUANT D985 M16               

10   41128 8 TORNILLO D931 M16x110 SCREW D931 M16x110                                         SCHRAUBE D931 M16X110                                VIS D931 M16x110                                                
       

 

Zeichen: Die Firma Utiform behält sich das Recht vor zur verbesserung der Machine technische Änderungen vorzunehmen die in diesem Handbuch nicht berücksichtigt sind. 
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7.  Getriebe 

 
 
            1, 2       3 

Zeichen: Die Firma Utiform behält sich das Recht vor zur verbesserung der Machine technische Änderungen vorzunehmen die in diesem Handbuch nicht 
berücksichtigt sind. 
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7.  Getriebe: Ersatzteilliste 
 
Nº       Ref. Uds. Descripción Description Bezeichnung Désignation
1   41197 1 TORNILLO D931 M20x120 SCREW D931 M20x120                                          VIS D931 M20x120                                                
2   41217 1 TUERCA AUTOBLOC. D985 M20 SCREW AUTOBLOC. D985 M20                          ECROU AUTOBLOQUANT D985 M20               

3      75128 2 SILENBLOCK MOTOREDUCTOR EJES 
PARALELOS 

4   4230600301 1 ANILLO GOMA EJE CALDERA CON 
REDUCTORA             

RING RING OF AXLE VESSEL BRINKM. 
260                                                                           BAGUE CAOUTCHOUC AXE CUVE 

BRINKM. 260                                                         

5      75027 1 MOTOREDUCTOR 7'5 Kw. C/BRIDA 
BOMBA HID. 

6   41583 1 PRENSASTOPA PVC M32x1.5                           PRESSE-ETOUPE PVC M32                                   
7   36017 2 MANG. ELECTRICA 4x4 ELECTRIC CABLE 4x4                                         STROMKABEL 4x4                                              CABLE ELECTRIQUE 4x4                                   

 

Zeichen: Die Firma Utiform behält sich das Recht vor zur verbesserung der Machine technische Änderungen vorzunehmen die in diesem Handbuch nicht berücksichtigt sind. 
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8. Luftsteverung Over und Unterluft 
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Zeichen: Die Firma Utiform behält sich das Recht vor zur verbesserung der Machine technische Änderungen vorzunehmen die in diesem Handbuch nicht 
berücksichtigt sind. 
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Zeichen: Die Firma Utiform behält sich das Recht vor zur verbesserung der Machine technische Änderungen vorzunehmen die in diesem Handbuch nicht 
berücksichtigt sind. 
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8. Luftsteverung Over und Unterluft: Ersatzteilliste 
 
Nº       Ref. Uds. Descripción Description Bezeichnung Désignation
1 3517670762     1 MANOMETRO GLICERINA 0-16 BAR 

POST.C/PUENTE R.1/4" 
MANOMETER GLICERINA 0-16 BAR 
POST.WITH BRIDGE R.                                        MANOMETRE GLYCERINE 0-16 BAR 

POST.A/PONT R.1/4"                                             

2 3502350068    3 MANETA VALVULA ESFERA 1 1/4" 
CALDERA 260 HANDLE VALVE 1 1/4" VESSEL 260                  MANETTE SOUPAPE SPHERE 1 1/4" CUVE 

260                                                                         
3   32704 2 MACHON 1" LATÓN CONNECTING ROD 1" BRASS                           REDUZIERSTUECK 1" MESSING                      PILIER 1" LAITON                                                

4      46475 1 RACOR RAPIDO 90 º T/RILSAN 6 R.EXT. 
1/8" 

5   46466 1 TUBO RILSAN 4x6 MM. (MTS)-
POLIURETANO RISLAN TUBE 4X6MM                                         TUBE RISLAN 4x6 MM.                                       

6 3501210170     2 VALVULA ANTIRETORNO VALVE NON-RETURN 260 E+DC 260/43           SOUPAPE ANTIRETOUR 260 E+DC 260/43      

7   780103 2 CODO 45º R.INT.1"-R.EXT.1" BEND 45§ INT. THREAD 1" - EXT. THREAD 
1"                                                                        COUDE 45§ R.INT.1"-R.EXT.1"                           

8   76027 4 OLIVETA 25 MM. R.EXT. 1" (SKK M)   OLIVETA 25 MM. R.EXT. 1" (SKK M)               
9   78001 4 ABRAZADERA 32-35 2 PIEZAS                         BRACKET 32-35 2 PIECES                                  SPANNSCHELLE 32-35 2 PIEZAS                      BRIDE 32-35 2 PIECES                                         

10  38080 1.5 MANGUERA AIRE 1"-25 BAR    
11   32504 2 CODO 90º M-H 1"                                    BEND 90º M-H 1"                                                    COUDE 90º M-H 1"                                                

12 3517670762     1 MANOMETRO GLICERINA 0-16 BAR 
POST.C/PUENTE R.1/4" 

MANOMETER GLICERINA 0-16 BAR 
POST.WITH BRIDGE R.                                       MANOMETRE GLYCERINE 0-16 BAR 

POST.A/PONT R.1/4"                                             
13   46476 1 RACOR RAPIDO T/RILSAN 6 R.INT. 1/4"    
14   206483 3 VALV. ESFERA 1" H-H MANETA LARGA VALVE BALL 1" H-H LONG LEVER                  SOUPAPE SPHERIQUE 1" H-H MANETTE 
15   32704 4 MACHON 1" LATÓN CONNECTING ROD 1" BRASS                           REDUZIERSTUECK 1" MESSING                       PILIER 1" LAITON                                                
16   32404 2 TE 1" T - SQUARE 1"                                                        TE 1"                                                                        
17   46072 1 VALVULA SEGURIDAD CALDERA E-260 VALVE SAFETY VESSEL E-260                         SICHERHEITSVENTIL KESSEL E 260               SOUPAPE SECURITE CUVE E-260                    

18   76202 1 ACOPL. COMPRESOR R.EXT. 1" CUPPLING COMPRESOR EXT. THREAD 1"    KUPPLUNG KOMPRESSOR 
AUSSENGEWINDE 1"                                          RACCORD COMPRESSEUR R.EXT. 1"              

20   77017 2 ACOPL. GEKA R. INT. 1" CUPPLING GEKA INT. THREAD 1"                   KUPPLUNG GEKA INNENGEWINDE 1"           RACCORD GEKA R. INT. 1"                                

A   39522 1 TRAMO MANG. 25 MM. AIRE A TAPA 
CALDERA  HOSE PART 25 MM. AIR FOR VESSEL   TUYAU 25 MM AIR AU COUVERCLE 

CUVE  

21   77008 2 ACOPL. GEKA P/MANG. PRESION 1" CUPPLING GEKA FOR HOSE PRESSURE 1"    KUPPLUNG GEKA F. SCHLAUCH PRESION 
1" 

RACCORD GEKA POUR TUYAU PRESSION 
1"  

22   78010 2 ABRAZADERA SUPRA 37-40 BRACKET SUPRA 37-40  SPANSCHELLE SUPRA 37-40  BRIDE SUPRA 37-40  
23  38100 0.40 MANG. MORTERO 25x37 mm. 40 BAR. MORTAR HOSE 25x37 mm. 40 BAR.  M™RTELSCHLAUCH 25x37 mm. 40 BAR.  TUYAU MORTIER 25x37 mm. 40 BAR.              

B   39523 1 TRAMO MANG. 25 MM. AIRE 
ACELERADOR CALDERA  HOSE PART 25 MM. AIR VESSEL                    TUYAU 25 MM AIR ACCELERATEUR 

CUVE                                                                      

21   77008 2 ACOPL. GEKA P/MANG. PRESION 1" CUPPLING GEKA FOR HOSE PRESSURE 1"    KUPPLUNG GEKA F. SCHLAUCH PRESION 
1"                                                                           

RACCORD GEKA POUR TUYAU PRESSION 
1"                                                                            

22   78010 2 ABRAZADERA SUPRA 37-40 BRACKET SUPRA 37-40  SPANSCHELLE SUPRA 37-40  BRIDE SUPRA 37-40  
23  38100 0.83 MANG. MORTERO 25x37 mm. 40 BAR. MORTAR HOSE 25x37 mm. 40 BAR.                  MOETELSCHLAUCH 25x37 mm. 40 BAR.         TUYAU MORTIER 25x37 mm. 40 BAR.              
24   76011 1 ACOPL. SKK V 35 ESPIGA 25 MM. CUPPLING SKK V 35  25 MM.                            KUPPLUNG SKK V 35 TUELLE 25 MM.            RACCORD SKK V 35 CHEVILLE 25 MM.         

       
25   76021 1 ACOPL. SKK M 35 R. INT. 1 1/2"-UTI CUPPLING SKK M 35 INT. THREAD 1 1/2" KUPPL. SKK M 35 INNENGEWINDE 1 1/2" RACCORD SKK M 35 R. INT. 1 1/2"-UTI 

 
Zeichen: Die Firma Utiform behält sich das Recht vor zur verbesserung der Machine technische Änderungen vorzunehmen die in diesem Handbuch nicht berücksichtigt sind. 
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9. Kesselabgang: Ersatzteilliste 
 
Nº       Ref.  Uds. Descripción Description Bezeichnung Désignation

      SALIDA MATERIAL 60 MM. PARA 
MANGUERA DE 50 MM. 

1   4242000906 1 JUNTA GOMA ACELER.SAL.MAT. 60-118 MM. 
R.EXT 2 1/2" 

RUBBER JOINT MATERIAL OUTLET 
VESSEL S 1/2"                                                         JOINT CAOUTCHOUC ACCELER.SORTIE 

MAT. CUVE S 1/2"                                                
2   76025 1 JUNTA ACOPL. SKK M DN. 35 JOINT CUPPLING SKK M DN. 35                        JOINT RACCORD SKK M DN. 35                       
3   76021 1 ACOPL. SKK M 35 R. INT. 1 1/2"-UTI CUPPLING SKK M 35 INT. THREAD 1 1/2"-UTI         KUPPLUNG SKK M 35 INNENGEWINDE 1 1/2"-UT   RACCORD SKK M 35 R. INT. 1 1/2"-UTI           

4   1917054093 1 ACELERADOR SALIDA MAT. 60-118 MM.  
R.EXT. 2 1/2" 

MATERIAL OUTLET   60-118 MM.  R.EXT. 2 
1/2"                                                                    

MATERIALABGANG  60-118 MM.  R.EXT. 2 
1/2                                                                       

ACCELERATEUR SORTIE MAT. 60-118 
MM.  R.EXT. 2 1/2"                                                

5   41727 2 ARANDELA GROWER D7980 M16 WASHER GROWER D7980 M16                         FEDERRING D7980 M16                                      RONDELLE GROWER D7980 M16                     
6   41172 2 TORNILLO D933 M16x50 SCREW D933 M16x45                                            VIS D933 M16x45                                                  

7   7151501212 1 ACOPL. KKVT 60 R.INT. 2 1/2" ACELERADOR CUPPLING KKVT 50 INT. THREAD 2 1/2" 
MATERIAL OUT                                                   

KUPPLUNG KKVT 50 INNENGEWINDE 2 
1/2" ACE                                                                 

RACCORD KKVT 50 R.INT. 2 1/2" 
ACCELERATEUR                                                  

       

      SALIDA MATERIAL 60 MM. PARA 
MANGUERA DE 65 MM. 

1   4242000906 1 JUNTA GOMA ACELER.SAL.MAT. 60-118 MM. 
R.EXT 2 1/2" 

RUBBER JOINT MATERIAL OUTLET 
VESSEL S 1/2"                                                         JOINT CAOUTCHOUC ACCELER.SORTIE 

MAT. CUVE S 1/2"                                                
2   76025 1 JUNTA ACOPL. SKK M DN. 35 JOINT CUPPLING SKK M DN. 35                        JOINT RACCORD SKK M DN. 35                       

3   76021 1 ACOPL. SKK M 35 R. INT. 1 1/2"-UTI CUPPLING SKK M 35 INT. THREAD 1 1/2"-
UTI                                                                       

KUPPLUNG SKK M 35 INNENGEWINDE 1 
1/2"-UT                                                                    

4   1917054093 1 ACELERADOR SALIDA MAT. 60-118 MM.  
R.EXT. 2 1/2" 

MATERIAL OUTLET   60-118 MM.  R.EXT. 2 
1/2"                                                                    

MATERIALABGANG  60-118 MM.  R.EXT. 2 
1/2                                                                       

ACCELERATEUR SORTIE MAT. 60-118 
MM.  R.EXT. 2 1/2"                                                

5   41727 2 ARANDELA GROWER D7980 M16 WASHER GROWER D7980 M16                         FEDERRING D7980 M16                                      RONDELLE GROWER D7980 M16                     
6   41172 2 TORNILLO D933 M16x50 SCREW D933 M16x45                                            VIS D933 M16x45                                                  

7   7190891212 1 ACOPL. KKVT 89 R.INT. 2 1/2" ACELERADOR CUPPLING KKVT 89 INT. THREAD 2 1/2" 
MATERIAL OUT                                                   

KUPPLUNG KKVT 89 INNENGEWINDE 2 
1/2" ACE                                                                 

RACCORD KKVT 89 R.INT. 2 1/2" 
ACCELERATEUR                                                  

       

      SALIDA MATERIAL 60 MM. PARA 
MANGUERA DE 65 MM. 

1   4242000907 1 JUNTA GOMA ACELER.SAL.MAT. 90-118 MM. 
R.EXT 3 1/2" 

RUBBER JOINT MATERIAL OUTLET 90-
118 MM. R.EXT 3                                                    JOINT CAOUTCHOUC ACCELER.SORTIE 

MAT. 90-118 MM. R.EXT 3 1/2"                          
2   76025 1 JUNTA ACOPL. SKK M DN. 35 JOINT CUPPLING SKK M DN. 35                        JOINT RACCORD SKK M DN. 35                       

3   76021 1 ACOPL. SKK M 35 R. INT. 1 1/2"-UTI CUPPLING SKK M 35 INT. THREAD 1 1/2"-
UTI                                                                       

KUPPLUNG SKK M 35 INNENGEWINDE 1 
1/2"-UT                                                                   RACCORD SKK M 35 R. INT. 1 1/2"-UTI           

1917050950 ACELERADOR SALIDA MAT. 90-118 MM. 
R.EXT. 3" 1/2" 

MATERIAL OUTLET   90-118 MM. R.EXT. 
3" 1/2"                                                                    

MATERIALABGANG  90-118 MM. R.EXT. 3" 
1/2                                                                       

ACCELERATEUR SORTIE MAT. 90-118 
MM. R.EXT. 3" 1/2"                                               4 

1917050960 
1 ACELERADOR SALIDA MAT. 90-118 MM. 

R.EXT. 3"    

5   41727 2 ARANDELA GROWER D7980 M16 WASHER GROWER D7980 M16                         FEDERRING D7980 M16                                     RONDELLE GROWER D7980 M16                     
6   41172 2 TORNILLO D933 M16x50 SCREW D933 M16x45                                           VIS D933 M16x45                                                  

7190892220 ACOPL. KKVT 89 R.INT. 3 1/2" ACELERADOR CUPPLING KKVT 89 INT. THREAD 3 1/2" 
MATERIAL OUT                                                              

KUPPLUNG KKVT 89 INNENGEWINDE 3 1/2" 
ACE                                                                       

RACCORD KKVT 89 R.INT. 3 1/2" 
ACCELERATEUR                                                            7 

7190892225 
1 

ACOPL. KKVT 89 R.INT. 3" ACELERADOR    

 
Zeichen: Die Firma Utiform behält sich das Recht vor zur verbesserung der Machine technische Änderungen vorzunehmen die in diesem Handbuch nicht berücksichtigt sind. 
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10. Elektrisches System: Ersatzteilliste 
 
Nº Ref. Ud

s. 
Descripción Description Bezeichnung Désignation 

1 ZB4BS54 1 CABEZA SETA 40MM. EMERGENCIA ROJO     TÒTE CHAMPIGNON 40MM. URGENCE ROUGE   
2 ZB4BZ102 1 BLOQUE CONTACTOS NC CONTACT BLOCK NC                                          BLOC CONTACTS NC                                                 
3 ZBY9430 1 DISCO SETA EMERGENCIA EMERGENCY DISC                                               DISQUE "CHAMPIGNON" URGENCE                       
4 35009 1 ARMARIO ELECTRICO CONVEY 260    
5 48107 1 TRAFO TOROIDAL 400 V-AC/12 V-AC              
6 046938 1 PROTECTOR MOTOR PKZM0-16              PROTECTEUR MOTEUR PKZM0-16                          

7 061709 1 CONTACTOR POTENCIA DIL OAM 
(380V/50-60 HZ) 

CONTACTOR POWER DIL OAM (380V/50-
60 HZ)                                                                      CONTACTEUR PUISSANCE DIL OAM (380V/50-

60 HZ)                                                                   
8 RM3TG201MS7 1 RELE DETECCION SENTIDO FASES RELAY PHASE DIRECTION DELTA-SILO        RELAIS SENS PHASES DELTA-SILO                        

9 016776 1 INTERR-INVERSOR T3-5-15876/E 
ESTRELLA-TRIANG. 

INTERR-REVERSER T3-5-15876/E 
ESTRELLA-TRIANG.                                            INTERR-INVERSEUR T3-5-15876/E ETOILE-

TRIANG.                                                                   
10 37507 1 BASE ENTRADA 32 A. 3P+N+T/6h. SOCKET ENTRY 32 A. 3P+N+T/6h.                     SOCLE ENTREE 32 A. 3P+N+T/6h.                             

11 48106 1 CAJA C/TEMPORIZADOR+CARGA 
BATERIA CONVEY                                                                                                                         

12 149760 1 BASE SUP. C/SEGURO P/CONECTOR 3 
POLOS+T 

SOCKET SUP. WITH SECURITY SWITCH 
FOR CONECTION 3                                               SOCLE SUP. AVEC SECURITE P/CONNECTEUR 

3 POLES+T                                                                
13 149820 1 CONECTOR HEMBRA 3 POLOS+T CONNECTOR FEMALE 3 POLES+T                   CONNECTEUR 3 POLES+T                                         
14 41581 2 PRENSASTOPA PVC M20x1.5 PRESSE-ETOUPE PVC M20x1.5                           
15 48120 1 CONECTOR ANTENA MACHO BNC AEREO    

15.1 48119 1 CONECTOR ANTENA HEMBRA BNC PARA 
CHASIS    

15.2 3160600305 1 ANTENA RADIOFRECUENCIA                          ANTENNA  ANTENNE                                                       

16 48105 1 RECEPTOR MANDO DISTANCIA 
RADIOFRECUENCIA 12 V-CC 

RECEIVER FOR REMOTE CONTROL 
RADIO CONTROL 12 V-C                                    RECEPTEUR TELECOMMANDE 

RADIOFREQUENCE 12 V-CC                                     

17 AB1VV435U 1 BORNA CONEXION 4 mm2 (MARFIL)              CONNECTION OF BUSHING 4MM2 
(MARFIL)                                                               BORNE CONNEXION 4 mm2 (MARFIL)                   

18 AB1TP1035U 1 BORNA CONEXION TIERRA 10 mm2 CONNECTION OF BUSHING EARTH 
10MM2                                                                     BORNE CONNEXION TERRE 10 mm2                      

19 45012 1 CERRADURA METALICA 
MASTER/DELTA-MIX FLAP LOCK METAL MASTER/DELTA MIX     SERRURE METALIQUE MASTER/DELTA-MIX      
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11. Schmiersystem 
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11. Schmiersystem: Ersatzteilliste 
 
Nº       Ref. Uds. Descripción Description Bezeichnung Désignation
1  982750091 2.55 MANG. ENGRASE ALTA PRESION CON 

GRASA 
HOSE FOR GREASING SYSTEM HIGHT 
PRESSURE                                                              TUYAU GRAISSAGE HAUTE PRESSION 

AVEC GRAISSE                                                     

2   853540010 4 CASQUILLO ROSCADO P/EMPALME 
ENGRASE SOCKET THREADED FOR GREASING              BAGUE ROSCADO POUR ASSEMBLAGE 

GRAISSAGE                                                           

3   853380003 3 EMPALME CURVO  90º TUBO ENGRASE BUTT JOINT 90º CURVE GREASING TUBE      EMBRANCHEMENT COURBE  90º TUBE 
GRAISSAGE                                                           

4   406413 2 MACHON RED. M20x1.5-M14x1.5 – 
ENGRASE 

CONNECTING ROD RED. M20x1.5-M14x1.5 
GREASING                                                             

REDUZIERSTšCK RED. M20x1.5-M14x1.5 - 
ENG                                                                       

PIEDROIT RED. M20x1.5-M14x1.5 - 
GRAISSAGE                                                           

5   41740 2 ARANDELA D7603-A  - ENGRASE WASHER DIN7603-A  - GREASING                    RONDELLE DIN7603-A  - GRAISSAGE             
6   406400 1 ELEMENTO BOMBA KFG1.U1 PUMP ELEMENT KFG1.U1                                   ELEMENT POMPE KFG1.U1                               
7   41211 5 TUERCA AUTOBLOC. D985 M8 SCREW AUTOBLOC. D985 M8                            ECROU AUTOBLOQUANT D985 M8                 
8   41702 3 ARANDELA D125A M8 WASHER D-125A M8                                             RONDELLE D-125A M8                                       
9   41111 3 TORNILLO D933 M8x25 SCREW D933 M8x25                                              VIS D933 M8x25                                                    

10   5900000005 1 DEPOSITO ENGRASE 2 KG. GREASE TANK 2 KG                                             RESERVOIR GRAISSAGE 2KG.                          
11  406401 1 ELEMENTO BOMBA KFG1.U4 PUMP ELEMENT KFG1.U4                                   ELEMENT POMPE KFG1.U4                               

12   1800411011 1 TUBO PROTEC. MANG. ENGRASE 
CALDERA  

PROTECTION TUBE GREASING HOSE 
VESSEL                                                                   TUBE PROTECTION TUYAU GRAISSAGE 

CUVE                                                                      
13   41202 2 TUERCA D934 M8 SCREW D934 M8                                                    ECROU D934 M8                                                   

14   853380002 1 EMPALME RECTO TUBO ENGRASE BUTT JOINT STRAIGHT GREASING TUBE      EMBRANCHEMENT DROIT TUBE 
GRAISSAGE                                                           

       

 

Zeichen: Die Firma Utiform behält sich das Recht vor zur verbesserung der Machine technische Änderungen vorzunehmen die in diesem Handbuch nicht berücksichtigt sind. 
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12. Tolva de carga. 
 
 
 

NOTA: La empresa Utiform se reserva el derecho de efectuar cualquier modificación técnica con tendencia a mejorar la máquina, aunque no esté 
contemplada en esta manual 
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12.1. Sistema hidráulico tolva de carga. 
 
 

             20   21       22                      23    24 

NOTA: La empresa Utiform se reserva el derecho de efectuar cualquier modificación técnica con tendencia a mejorar la máquina, aunque no esté 
contemplada en esta manual 
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12. Tolva de carga: lista de repuestos 
 
Nº Ref. Uds. Descripción Description Bezeichnung Désignation
1 1805520070     2 ARANDELA BRONCE EJE ARTIC. TOLVA WASHER BRONCE AXLE ARTIC. HOPPER      BAGUE BRONZE AXE ARTIC. TREMIE           

2 1800612090     2 CASQUILLO COJINETE LATON EJE ARTIC. 
TOLVA 

SOCKET BEARING LATON AXLE ARTIC. 
VESSEL                                                                    BAGUE COUSSINET LATON AXE ARTIC. 

TREMIE                                                                  
3 015160         2 ENGRASADOR ACODADO M8X1 LUBRICATOR CONE R1/8"                                  GRAISSEUR COUDE R1/8"                                  
4 38100 0.4 MANG. MORTERO 25x37 mm. 40 BAR. MORTAR HOSE 25x37 mm. 40 BAR.                  MOETELSCHLAUCH 25x37 mm. 40 BAR.         TUYAU MORTIER 25x37 mm. 40 BAR.              

5 1801905110     2 CASQUILLO NYLON ARTICULACION 
TOLVA SOCKET NYLON HOPPER                                  BAGUE NYLON ARTICULATION TREMIE      

6 1805520190     1 EJE ARTICULACION TOLVA AXLE HOPPER                                                       AXE ARTICULATION TREMIE                          

7a   110021 1 SILENBLOCK MACHO SIMPLE M8x20 D30-
H22 (CON TOLVA) 

SILENBLOCK MALE SIMPLE  M8x20 D30-
H22          SILENBLOCK M¶LE DOUBLE M8x20 D30-

H22   

7b      41592 2 SILENBLOCK MACHO SIMPLE M8x20 D40-
H30 (ESTANDAR) 

8 1805520210     2 PLETINA MONTAJE CONO RECEPTOR EN 
EJE    

8.1   41100 8 TORNILLO D933 M8x16 SCREW D933 M8x16                                              VIS D933 M8x16                                                    

9 1805520200     1 CONO RECEPTOR MATERIAL CONVEY 
C/TOLVA CONE FOR SKIP                                                     CONE POUR TREMIE TRANSPORTEUR DE 

CHAPE                                                                    
10 5301063122     2 GRILLETE RECTO 1/2" SHACKLE STRAIGHT 1/2"                                   MANILLE DROITE 1/2"                                        
11 5363080002     0.5 CADENA ANCHO 8 MM. (1 MTS) CHAIN WIDE 8 MM (1MTS)                                 CHAINE LARGEUR 8 MM. (1 MTS)                   
12 1805520010     1 TOLVA CARGA CALDERA CONVEY     

13 1800612121     2 BULON PASADOR TOLVA SOLADORA CONECTING ROD PIN FOR VESSEL                  BOULON VERROU TREMIE 
TRANSPORTEUR DE CHAPE                             

14   41609 2 PASADOR DE ALETA 6x60   GOUPILLE D'EMPENNAGE  6x50                      
15   41735 2 ARANDELA D125A M27 WASHER D-125A M27                                           RONDELLE D-125A M27                                     

16   41815 1 BURLETE SENCILLO (1-2 mm) (MTS.) SEALING COMPRESOR                                        BOURRELET PLATEAU COMPRESSEUR 
(MTS.)                                                                     

17   48504 1 CHAPA PROTECCION MANG. HID. EN 
CALDERA 

PROTECTION PLATE HYDRAULIC HOSE 
IN VESSEL                                                              PLAQUE PROTECTION TUYAU HYD. EN 

CUVE                                                                      
18 3205303167     1 CILINDRO HIDRAULICO TOLVA  HYDRAULIC CYLINDER SKIP   CYLINDRE HYDRAULIQUE TREMIE 

20 3205429024     1 DEPOSITO HID. SOLADORA  HYDRAULIC TANK                                               RESERVOIR HYD. TRANSPORTEUR DE 
CHAPE ELECTRIQUE                                          

21 3880430500     1 FILTRO HIDRAULICO RETORNO 
SEMISUMERGIBLE  

HYDRAULIC FILTER RETURN SEMI-
SUBMARINE   FILTRE HYDRAULIQUE DE RAPPEL SEMI 

SUBMERGIBLE  
22   41156 2 TORNILLO D933 M10x25 SCREW D933 M10x25                                            VIS D933 M10x25                                                  
23   41717 2 WASHER D-125A M10                                            RONDELLE D-125A M10                                     
24   41825 7 ACEITE HIDRÁULICO (BIDÓN 210 LTS) OIL HYDRAULIC (210 LTS)                                HYDRAULIKOEL (KANISTER 210 LTS)           HUILE HYDRAULIQUE (BIDON 210 LTS)       
25   040003 1 BRIDA BOMBA HID. RGB40-1/2"    
26   040001 1 BRIDA BOMBA HID. RGB35-3/8"    

27 3205104150     1 BOMBA HID. 8.5 CM3 CONEXIÓN 
REDUCTORA "IZDA"    

28 3205301031     1 DISTRIBUIDOR HID. TOLVA+PALA HD 50    
29  36506 1 CABLE ELECTRICO NEGRO 4 FLEXIBLE ELECTRIC CABLE BLACK 4 FLEXIBLE           CABLE ELECTRIQUE NOIR 4 FLEXIBLE         
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12. Tolva de carga: lista de repuestos (Continuación). 
 
Nº       Ref. Uds. Descripción Description Bezeichnung Désignation

30 040082         1 RACOR RECTO RED. C/JUNTA GAS 1/2"-
TN92-12LR 

JOINT STRAIGHT RED. WITH GAS JOINT 
1/2"-TN92-12L                                                        

VERBINDUNGSSTUECK GERADE 
REDUZIERT MIT DICHTUNG ½” TN92-
12LR                                                                      

RACCORD DROIT RED. AVEC JOINT GAZ 
1/2"-TN92-12LR                                                     

31 10851806       5 BOQUILLA CURVA 90º 12 L-M18x150 
P/MANG. 3/8" 

NOZZLE ANGLE 90§ 12 L-M18x150 FOR 
HOSE 3/8"                                                                EMBOUT COURBE 90§ 12 L-M18x150 

P/TUYAU 3/8"                                                        

32 3205301027     1 PALANCA PEQ. DISTRIBUIDOR HID. 
TOLVA/PALA   PETIT LEVIER HYDRAULIQUE 

TREMIE/PALE                                                       

33   050024 5 RACOR RECTO C/JUNTA GAS 3/8"-TN92 
GG-12LR 

JOINT STRAIGHT WITH GAS JOINT 3/8"-
TN92 GG-12LR                                                      

VERBINDUNGSSTUECK GERADE 3/8 – 
TN92 GG-12 LR 

RACCORD DROIT AVEC JOINT GAZ 3/8"-
TN92 GG-12LR                                                       

34  - 1 JUNTA TÓRICA BOMBA HIDRAÚLICA    

35 10811806        BOQUILLA RECTA 12 L-M18x150 P/MANG. 
3/8" 

NOZZLE STRAIGHT 12 L-M18x150 FOR 
HOSE 3/8"                                                                EMBOUT DROIT 12 L-M18x150 P/TUYAU 

3/8"                                                                         
36   41080 4 TORNILLO D931 M10x100    

37 3205104154     1 AUTOCENTRAJE BOMBA HID. ENGRAN. 
D259    
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13. Schrapper Schaufel: Ersatzteilliste 
Nº Ref. Uds. Descripción Description Bezeichnung Désignation 

1 48102 1 MANDO DISTANCIA  "CONVEY 260" 
COMPLETO 

REMOTE CONTROL E 260 
COMPLETE                                                TELECOMMANDE TRANSPORTEUR 

DE CHAPE "UTI 260" COMPLETE              
1.1 3160600305  1 ANTENA RADIOFRECUENCIA                       ANTENNA ANTENNE ANTENNE 

1.2 48119            1 CONECTOR ANTENA HEMBRA BNC 
PARA CHASIS                

2 48101 2 BATERIA M/D "CONVEY 260" BATTERY REMOTE CONTROL "UTI 
260"                                                              BATERIE TELECOMMANDE "UTI 260"    

3 48505 1 CHAPA SUJ. MANDO DISTANCIA A PALA 
ARRASTRE 

SUPPORT PLATE REMOTE 
CONTROL FOR SCRAP                            PLAQUE FIXATION TELECOMMANDE 

A PALE ENTRAINMENT                              
4 001011020        1 TAPA TORRE PALA ARRASTRE CONVEY    
5 001011010        1 SOPORTE PALA ARRASTRE CONVEY    

6 1806006015       1 GUIA P/CABLE PALA ARRASTRE GUIDE FOR CABLE SCRAP                     GUIDE P. CABLE PALE 
ENTRAINEMENT                                          

7 1806006017       1 TOPE CONICO CABLE ACERO PALA 
ARRASTRE    

8 41187            3 TORNILLO ALLEN D912 M6x20 SCREW D912 M6x20                                 VIS ALENE D912 M6x20                              
9 3190189811       1 MANILLAR PALA HANDLE UNIT FOR SCRAP SCHRAPPERGESTELL GUIDON PALE 
10 414422105        2 PROTECTOR GOMA MANGO DN 22 MM.    
11 5301063122       1 GRILLETE RECTO 1/2" SHACKLE STRAIGHT 1/2"                       MANILLE DROITE 1/2"                                
12 084008           1 UNION DOBLE 8 MM. (CADENA) DOBLE UNION 8MM (CHAIN)                RACCORD DOUBLE 8 MM. (CHAINE)      
13 3190189202       1.2 CADENA ANCHO 6 MM. (1 MTS) CHAIN WIDE 6 MM (1MTS)                    CHAINE LARGEUR 6 MM. (1 MTS)           
14 41110 2 TORNILLO D933 M10x20 SCREW D933 M10x20                               VIS D933 M10x20                                          

14.1 41212 2 TUERCA AUTOBLOC. D985 M10 SCREW AUTOBLOC. D985 M10              ECROU AUTOBLOQUANT D985 M10       

15 3190181002       1 PALA ARRASTRE CONVEY   PALE DEMARRAGE TRANSPORTEUR 
DE CHAPE                                                      

16 050024           4 RACOR RECTO C/JUNTA GAS 3/8"-TN92 
GG-12LR 

JOINT STRAIGHT WITH GAS JOINT 
3/8"-TN92 GG-12LR                                  

VERBINDUNGSSTšCK GERADE MIT 
GAS VERBINDU                                            

RACCORD DROIT AVEC JOINT GAZ 
3/8"-TN92 GG-12LR                                      

17 3205301030       1 DISTRIBUIDOR HID. TOLVA+PALA 
CONVEY 260 

HYDRAULIC DSITRIBUTOR SKIP 
AND SCRAP 260                                        DISTRIBUTEUR HYDRAULIQUE 

TREMIE+PALE 260                                       

17.1 3205301032 1 PALANCA GRANDE DE HIDRAULICO 
TOLVA/PALA   GRAND LEVIER  HYDRAULIQUE 

TREMIE/PALE                                               

18 230007 1 RACOR UNIÓN CODO 90º  GAS 3/8"-TN 
111-12 LR    

19 48608 1 MANG. HID. 3/8" (0.415 MTS) RECTA-
CURVA12 L 

HYDR. HOSE 3/8" (0.415 MTS) 
STRAIGHT-ANGLE12 L                          

HYDRAULIKSCHLAUCH 3/8" (0.415 
MTS) GERADE                                               

TUYAU  HYD. 3/8" (0.415 MTS) 
DROITE-COURBE12 L                                  

20 48601 1 MANG. HID. 3/8" (0.365 MTS) RECTA-
CURVA 12 L 

HYDRAULIKSCHLAUCH 3/8" (0.365 
MTS) GERADE-WI                                   

HYDR. HOSE 3/8" (0.365 MTS) 
STRAIGHT-ANGLE 12 L                              

TUYAU  HYD. 3/8" (0.365 MTS) 
DROITE-COURBE 12 L                                 

21 48619 1 MANG. HID. 3/8" (0.425 MTS) RECTA-
CURVA12 L 

HYDR. HOSE 3/8" (0.425 MTS) 
STRAIGHT-ANGLE12 L                          

HYDRAULIKSCHLAUCH 3/8" (0.425 
MTS) GERADE                                               

TUYAU  HYD. 3/8" (0.425 MTS) 
DROITE-COURBE12 L                                  

22 330004           3 TE ORIENTABLE LATERAL TN 121-12L T - SQUARE ORIENTABLE SIDE TN 
121-12L                                                       

 
 

TE ORIENTABLE LATERAL TN 121-
12L                                                                   

23 050024 4 RACOR RECTO C/JUNTA GAS 3/8"-TN92 
GG-12LR 

JOINT STRAIGHT WITH GAS JOINT 
3/8"-TN92 GG-12LR                                  

VERBINDUNGSSTUECK GERADE 3/8 – 
TN92 GG-12 LR 

RACCORD DROIT AVEC JOINT GAZ 
3/8"-TN92 GG-12LR                                      

24 48602 1 MANG. HID. 3/8" (1.90 MTS) RECTA-
RECTA 12 L 

HYDR. HOSE 3/8" (1.90 MTS) 
STRAIGHT-STRAIGHT 12 L                   

HYDRAULIKSCHLAUCH 3/8" (1.90 
MTS) GERADE                                               

TUYAU  HYD. 3/8" (1.90 MTS) DROITE-
DROITE 12 L                                                  

25 1805540113       1 POLEA-TAMBOR P/GUIAR CABLE 
ARRASTRE CONVEY   POULIE TAMBOUR P. GUIDER CABLE 

ENTRAINEMENT                                          
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13. Schrapper Schaufel: Ersatzteilliste (Fortsätzung). 
 

26 1800814052     1 SUJETACABLE ACERO POLEA-TAMBOR 
SOLADORA    

27 41100 2 TORNILLO D933 M8x16 SCREW D933 M8x16                                             VIS D933 M8x16                                                   
28 1800814011     1 CABLE ACERO PALA ARRASTRE   CABLE ACIER PALE ENTRAINEMENT 

29 2901601100     1 MOTOR HIDRAULICO PALA ARRASTRE 
SOLADORA HYDRAULIC MOTOR SCRAP                            

MOTEUR HYDRAULIQUE PALE 
ENTRAINEMENT TRANSPORTEUR DE 
CHAPE                                                     

30 41182 4 TORNILLO ALLEN D7991 M12x50 SCREW D7991 M12x50                                         VIS ALENE D7991 M12x50                                 
30.1 41213 4 TUERCA AUTOBLOC. D985 M12 SCREW AUTOBLOC. D985 M12                         ECROU AUTOBLOQUANT D985 M12              

31 040082 2 RACOR RECTO RED. C/JUNTA GAS 1/2"-
TN92-12LR 

JOINT STRAIGHT RED. WITH GAS JOINT 
1/2"-TN92-12L                                                       

VERBINDUNGSSTUECK GERADE 
REDUZIERT MIT DICHTUNG ½” TN92-
12LR                                                                      

RACCORD DROIT RED. AVEC JOINT GAZ 
1/2"-TN92-12LR                                                    

32 41113 4 TORNILLO D933 M12x40 SCREW D933 M12x40                                           VIS D933 M12x40                                                 
33 41213 4 TUERCA AUTOBLOC. D985 M12 SCREW AUTOBLOC. D985 M12                         ECROU AUTOBLOQUANT D985 M12              

34 48604 2 MANG. HID. 3/8" (2.60 MTS) CURVA-
RECTA 12 L 

HYDR. HOSE 3/8" (2.60 MTS) STRAIGHT-
ANGLE 12 L                                                          

HYDRAULIKSCHLAUCH 3/8" (2.60 MTS) 
GERADE                                                                

TUYAU HYD. 3/8" (2.60 MTS) DROITE-
COURBE 12 L                                                       

35 48603 1 MANG. HID. 3/8" (0.80 MTS) RECTA-
CURVA 12 L 

HYDR. HOSE 1/2" (0.80 MTS) STRAIGHT-
STRAIGHT 15                                                       

HYDRAULIKSCHLAUCH 1/2" (0.80 MTS) 
GERADE                                                                

TUYAU  HYD. 1/2" (0.80 MTS) DROITE-
DROITE 15 L                                                         

36 3218155337     1 PLACA BASE NG-6 SAL.POST. 3/8"   PLAQUE SOCLE ELECT. HYD. PALE 
ENTRAINEMENT                                                 

37 3208100913    1 ELECTROVALVULA HID. PALA 
ARRASTRE    

38 48503 1 CHAPA SUJECION ELECTROVALVULA 
HID. 

SUPPORT PLATE FOR ELECTRIC VALVE 
HYDR.                                                                     PLAQUE FIXATION ELECTROVALVULE 

HYD.                                                                     
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13.1 Hydraulischer Entwurf 
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14. Auslauftopf  
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14. Auslauftopf: Ersatzteilliste 
 
Nº       Ref. Uds. Descripción Description Bezeichnung Désignation
1      001999084 1 ASA AGARRE PASADOR SEGURO 

TRIPODE SOLADORA 
2 41604    2 PASADOR R DE 3 mm.      "R" CLIP          GOUPILLE R DE 3 mm.    

3   46480 1 PROTECTOR GOMA TRIPODE UTIFORM   PROTECTEUR CAOUTCHOUC TREPIED 
UTIFORM                                                               

4   414422105 1 PROTECTOR GOMA MANGO DN 22 MM.    

5   1922508420 1 TRIPODE-CHASIS SALIDA SOLADORA TRIPOD CHASIS                                                     TREPIED-CHASSIS SORTIE 
TRANSPORTEUR DE CHAPE                             

6   41101 4 TORNILLO D933 M8x20 SCREW D933 M8x20                                              VIS D933 M8x20                                                    
7   41211 4 TUERCA AUTOBLOC. D985 M8 SCREW AUTOBLOC. D985 M8                            ECROU AUTOBLOQUANT D985 M8                 

8   458305 1 ESFERA ROSCA DIRECTA M12 DIAL THREAD DIRECT M12 DELTA 
QUATTRO                                                               SPHERE ROSCA DIRECTE M12 DELTA-

QUATTRO                                                              
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15. Förderschläuche  
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15. Förderschläuche: Ersatzteilliste 
 
Nº       Ref. Uds. Descripción Description Bezeichnung Désignation

38314 1 MANG. TRANSP. 65 mm.(20 MTS) C/ACOPL. 
P/TRÍPODE    

1  41151 20 TORNILLO R/CH. D7981 M4.8x19 (MANG.) SCREW R/CH. D7981 M4.8x19 (HOSE)               ECROU R/CH. D7981 M4.8x19 (TUYAU)           
2  38310 20 MANG. TRANSP. 65x85 mm. 10 BAR. MATERIAL HOSE 65x85 mm. 10 BAR.              MATERIALSCHLAUCH 65x85 mm. 10 BAR.    TUYAU TRANSP. 65x85 mm. 10 BAR.               

3   85486261 1 ACOPL. NW.65 TRIPODE CUPPLING NW.65 TRIPODE BRINKMANN     KUPPLUNG NW.65 AUSLAUFTOPF 
BRINKMANN                                                         RACCORD NW.65 TREPIED BRINKMANN      

4   76300 1 ACOPL. HEMBRA KKMT 89 Dn 65 CUPPLING FEMALE KKMT 89 Dn 65                KUPPLUNG WEIBLICH KKMT 89 Dn 65          RACCORD FEMELLE KKMT 89 Dn 65              
5   76303 1 JUNTA ACOPL. 65 mm. 110x14 mm. JOINT  CUPPLING 65 mm. 110x14 mm.              JOINT RACCORD 65 mm. 110x14 mm.               

      

38312 1 MANG. TRANSP. 65 mm.(20 MTS) C/ACOPL. MATERIAL HOSE 65 mm.(20 MTS) WITH 
CUPPLING                                                              

MATERIALSCHLAUCH 65 mm.(20 MTS) 
MIT KUPP                                                               

TUYAU TRANSP. 65 mm.(20 MTS) 
A/RACCORD                                                          

6   76301 1 ACOPL. MACHO KKVT 89 Dn 65 CUPPLING MALE KKVT 89 Dn 65                     KUPPLUNG MŽNNLICH KKVT 89 Dn 65         RACCORD M¶LE KKVT 89 Dn 65                      
1   41151 25 TORNILLO R/CH. D7981 M4.8x19 (MANG.) SCREW R/CH. D7981 M4.8x19 (HOSE)               ECROU R/CH. D7981 M4.8x19 (TUYAU)           
2   38310 20 MANG. TRANSP. 65x85 mm. 10 BAR. MATERIAL HOSE 65x85 mm. 10 BAR.              MATERIALSCHLAUCH 65x85 mm. 10 BAR.    TUYAU TRANSP. 65x85 mm. 10 BAR.               
4   76300 1 ACOPL. HEMBRA KKMT 89 Dn 65 CUPPLING FEMALE KKMT 89 Dn 65                KUPPLUNG WEIBLICH KKMT 89 Dn 65          RACCORD FEMELLE KKMT 89 Dn 65              
5   76303 1 JUNTA ACOPL. 65 mm. 110x14 mm. JOINT  CUPPLING 65 mm. 110x14 mm.               JOINT RACCORD 65 mm. 110x14 mm.               
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16. Werkzeuge 
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16. Werkzeuge: Ersatzteilliste 
 
Nº       Ref. Uds. Descripción Description Bezeichnung Désignation
1   925470 1 ENGRASADORA MANUAL LUBRICATOR MANUAL                                      GRAISSEUSE MANUELLE                                  
2   3500180 2 BOLA CAUCHO  80 MM. CLEANING BALL  80 MM.                                   BALLE CAOUTCHOUC 80 MM.                         
3    3052330 1 LLAVE AJUSTABLE 12 MM.    
4   41807 1 LLAVE FIJA 16-17    
5   41806 1 LLAVE FIJA 12-13    
6   45049 1 LLAVE CERRADURA METALICA    
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